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Preface
Soil data are required to help plan for and model some of the biggest issues facing us today:
Climate Change, Food Security, Water Security, Biodiversity Management, Sustainable
Development and Energy Security. Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) techniques provide a
means to develop these data (which are currently inadequate in most parts of Australia).
•

Climate Change includes the challenges of carbon sequestration and trading; the potential
environmental, social and economic costs associated with land use change caused by changing
climate; and the land degradation issues associated with a drying climate in southern Australia
(e.g. increased erosion risk).

•

World Food Security issues include the use of land and soil data to target better land use and
export opportunities for Australia. As one of the world’s leading food export nations, Australia
has an obligation to produce food of sufficient quality and quantity to help maintain food
supply. When shortages occur overseas, the resultant unrest affects Australia’s national security
and welfare.

•

Water Security for Australia includes both water quality and quantity. As the vast majority of
our water resources moves over or through soil, at least at some stage, better soil data are
required to better plan our water future.

•

Soil information is required for management and maintenance of our inheritance of
biodiversity. Soil data are also required for ecological and environmental modelling – at local,
regional, national and global scales.

•

Sustainable Development is required to maintain our quality of life, as well as the condition of
our natural resources. Better use and management of land is a major part of this, and high‐
quality land and soil data are required for both planning and policy development.

•

Soil information can even be part of energy security planning, especially as bio‐fuel crops use
land that could be used for other purposes.
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The workshop provided the authors with an opportunity to engage with national and
international scientists on Digital Soil Assessment (DSA), and hence support a national
approach to delivering soil information via these methods. We trust this report will
contribute to this vision.

Notes on terminology
The terms Digital Soil Mapping (DSM) and Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) are often used
interchangeably. Nonetheless, they can have different meanings. DSA is generally the
preferred term in this report, as it is more descriptive of what the science is about.
In addition, the abbreviation NRM is used for ‘Natural Resource Management’, which
includes the management of our precious land and soil resources; while LRA has been used
for ‘Land Resource Assessment’.
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Introduction
Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) is the computer‐aided development of predictive maps of soil
properties or attributes (e.g. soil pH or clay content). It uses traditionally developed soil data
(both maps and site based data), newly available remotely or proximally sensed data (e.g.
terrain analysis), as well as a range of geo‐statistical techniques to predict the soil attributes
of spatial entities (usually in the form of geographic grid cells).
Methods and approaches to DSA are being explored and tested to address both traditional
and emerging user requirements for soil information (e.g. the need for soil attributes as
parameters in climate change scenario modelling). DSA addresses a global need for current,
accurate, spatially referenced soil information. This need has been expressed by the
modelling community, natural resource managers, and policy and decision makers. The
development of new technologies, techniques and methodologies for predicting soil
attribute data has facilitated recent advances in the science.
Many biophysical and socio‐economic models need soil data to help predict agricultural
productivity and environmental risk. Increasingly the demand for soil information has
shifted from point measurements to spatially continuous soil parameter surfaces at varying
scales. However, existing soil information is often at inappropriate scales, lacks content or
quantification, or else is altogether absent. Some existing soil information was developed
for specific purposes (e.g. assessment of a particular land use or environmental threat), and
may therefore be largely unsuited to new applications.
DSA is supported via the use of predictive environmental covariates (e.g. radiometrics,
digital elevation models, spectral data obtained via satellites, existing soil maps) in addition
to geo‐referenced soil site data of various forms (e.g. laboratory analyses, morphological
descriptions, spectroscopy, hydraulic properties and temporal data). Products derived from
DSA processes should incorporate estimates of uncertainty for each predicted attribute.
The GlobalSoilMap.net project (a global DSA project) is planning to produce predictions of
nine key soil attributes at six fixed depth intervals for a 90 m resolution grid covering the
earth’s land mass (MacMillan et al. 2010). There is agreement that to achieve this a variety
of prediction and modelling methods will be implemented to reflect the current ‘status’ and
availability of soil and ancillary datasets to support these approaches. Ultimately this project
provides a valuable backdrop to Australia’s own quest to provide predictions of soil
parameters across the continent through DSA approaches.
The primary objectives for supporting state, territory and federal agency representation at
the 4th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping were to:
1. Develop capabilities and capacity across Australian to support development of DSA
products that can be used in a range of environmental and landscape modelling to
support research, planning and policy development
2. Review the latest approaches and technologies in DSA as presented at the workshop
and how these could be applied in an Australian context.
This report is a summary authored by all participatory states, territories and federal
organisations supported by CSIRO to attend the workshop. The views expressed in this
report were summarised at a presentation given by the authors at the National Committee
on Soil and Terrain (NCST) meeting in Canberra on 22nd June 2010 (see Appendix 3).
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Executive summary and key recommendations
The 4th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping provided an invaluable opportunity for
state, territory and federal agency representatives to be exposed to new approaches and
strategies for developing land and soil information via the use of DSA techniques. The
collective challenge is to harness the enthusiasm of this group with support from CSIRO,
NCST and DAFF to develop operational solutions to the development of rapid, high‐quality
soil information, especially in areas with inadequate data. Pivotal to providing high‐quality
soil information across Australia will be a strong and willing collaboration amongst scientists
from all groups. Responses from participants at the 4th Global Workshop on DSM have
highlighted several topics for consideration in Australia including:
DSA prediction methods

Resourcing and timeframes

Capabilities and capacity

Training and education (ERA)

Research and application

Opportunities – collaborate/cooperate

Proposed structure for DSA
operation in Australia

Integration of existing knowledge
and data

Engagement and user
requirements

The main recommendations of this report are given below. For more detail, see
“Recommendations and perspectives on Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) for Australia”, page 7.
•

Formalise State and territory involvement and commitment to a Collaborative DSA
Initiative. Engage with policy and decision makers across state, territory and federal
agencies on the purpose of DSA, including how DSA can meet the needs of user groups
across Australia.

•

Build a business case for a Collaborative DSA Program – a ‘Federated Network on
DSA’. This should be a joint exercise including CSIRO, NCST, ACLEP, DAFF and all relevant
State/territory agencies. [A centrally‐dominated approach is not supported].

•

Constitute a DSA Working Group under the National Committee on Soil and Terrain
(NCST). This group would inform and advise on DSA activities at State/territory and
national levels.

•

The Australian Collaborative Land Evaluation Program (ACLEP) to lead the
development of collaborative pilot projects in DSA in each State/territory. Pilot
projects to be developed in each jurisdiction to ensure that DSA is advanced across the
country, thereby improving jurisdictional capacity and creating collective national
capacity, capabilities and skills.

•

Develop a program of regular training in DSA techniques. A program of education and
training should be developed to build capacity within Australia. Key training needs are:
o spatial disaggregation techniques (to value‐add to existing spatial data)
o applied geo‐statistics (targeting LRA professionals)
o using covariate data (e.g. radiometrics & terrain attributes) to predict soil attributes
o applying the depth‐spline function to existing data (to value‐add to existing data)
o specific training in applied geomorphometry (the science of generating
landform/terrain derivatives from digital elevation models).

•

Develop a program of regular national DSA Technical Workshops. A regular series of
National Technical Workshops would facilitate information‐sharing and collaboration
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among practitioners and other interested parties, with State‐based projects used as foci
at these events. Multi‐disciplinary / integrated NRM approaches could also be
encouraged and explored at such workshops.
•

Build national capacity in DSA via centres of excellence, which could take the lead on,
provide the main support, or provide the major link role for various aspects of DSA. This
follows the National Research, Development and Education strategies, where various
jurisdictions concentrate on specific fields of endeavour (not every jurisdiction needs to
have capacity or skills in every area) – although membership of such groups need not be
limited to those living in the same locality.

•

DSA to be recognised and established as a fundamental contributor to the National
Environmental Information System (NEIS).

•

Review DSA prediction methods / develop a Knowledge Centre for DSA. Review of DSA
methods and approaches would support the process of future testing and application of
DSA in deriving high‐quality soil information; while the development of a Knowledge
Centre for DSA would facilitate the capture and free availability of lessons learnt,
experience and technical information. This could include the establishment of
guidelines/manuals.

4th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping
The 4th Global Workshop on DSM, “From Digital Soil Mapping to Digital Soil Assessment:
identifying key gaps from fields to continents”, was held from 24–26th May 2010 in Rome. As
part of this biennial workshop, a field tour to the Chianti Region of Tuscany (26–28th) was
also held. This workshop is the key global discussion forum for the new approaches and
strategies needed to implement Digital Soil Assessment (DSA). These new approaches will
inform the development of operational solutions to produce rapid, quality soil information
in areas that currently have poor resolution or incomplete data. This information will be
pivotal to understanding the distributions of soil parameters (attributes) across Australia
and the threats to soil condition and potential imposed by current land use and
management practices, as well as climate change.
The CSIRO, the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) and the National
Committee on Soil and Terrain (NCST) have strongly encouraged scientists from state and
federal agencies and provided exposure to foundation information on DSA. As part of this
process the following scientists were selected from a merit‐based National Expression of
Interest to participate in the workshop:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Graeme Owen (NT Dept of Natural Resources, Environment, the Arts and Sport)
Ross Searle (QLD Dept of Natural Resources and Water)
James Hall (SA Dept of Environment and Natural Resources)
Darren Kidd (TAS Dept of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and the Environment)
Nathan Robinson (VIC Dept of Primary Industries)
Noel Schoknecht (WA Dept of Agriculture and Food).

Additional support was provided by the Victorian Government for Jonathan Hopley to
attend the workshop, while Mark Thomas (CSIRO) and John Wilford (Geoscience Australia)
also attended:
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•
•
•

Jonathan Hopley (VIC Dept of Primary Industries)
Mark Thomas (CSIRO, Adelaide)
John Wilford (Geoscience Australia, Canberra).

All those listed above provided perspectives and input into this report.
The objective of deriving DSA products for Australia will require a high level of national
organisation and activation. This is being supported through:
1. The Australian Collaborative Land Evaluation Program (ACLEP). ACLEP is a long standing
research support mechanism for soil information in Australia. It is funded by CSIRO, has
strong DAFF backing, and is overseen by the National Committee on Soil and Terrain
(NCST), which includes representatives from all states and territories. A further four
years of financial arrangement is due to be signed. New initiatives in DSA will be central
to the scientific component of ACLEP: to develop the best operational solutions to rapid,
high‐quality soil information capture, especially in the 'gap' areas. ACLEP does not
deliver an operational program, but will support 'template' activities where the States
and CSIRO collaborate to prove the components of an operational DSA program.
2. National Environmental Information System (NEIS). This program is being actively
planned under the authority of the National Resources Policies and Program Committee
(NRPPC) and with the support of the Australian Government. The final details of the
program will not be known for some time, but it is likely to require a national program
to collect, collate and disseminate core national environmental datasets. Soil attribute
data are an area that requires substantial 'catchup', and a DSA operational program
would be expected to be a priority.
3. Australia’s role in the GlobalSoilMap.net. Australia, through CSIRO, leads the Oceania
node of GlobalSoilMap.net (http://www.globalsoilmap.net), which plans to produce
accurate fine‐scale grids of the key soil attributes required by the modelling community,
natural resource managers, and policy and decision makers. Oceania includes Australia,
New Zealand, the Pacific countries, Papua New Guinea and Indonesia. Delivering this
requires a DSA approach. Initial funding has been received from the Gates Foundation
and ARC.

Recommendations and perspectives on Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) for
Australia
All state, territory and federal agency representatives were asked a set of questions
following the 4th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping. The four questions are:
1. What are the key lessons/learnings/observations from the workshop?
2. What issues do the states/territories face in the development of Digital Soil Assessment
(DSA) in Australia?
3. What are future options for Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) in Australia?
4. Recommendations for DSA in Australia.
The responses from participants have been organised into the whole‐of‐group responses
given below. Also see Appendix 4 for the full response from each agency representative.
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1. What are the key lessons/learnings/observations from the workshop?
•

The aim of DSA is to produce better land and soil information. DSA chiefly encompasses
the integration of newly available spatial data (mostly from remote sensing) with newly
developed methods and existing soil data (both site and spatial) to produce spatially
defined soil information for use in environmental assessments and modelling to inform
decision‐makers.

•

The workshop was an invaluable opportunity to connect with Australian State leaders
in land and soil assessment and mapping. New contacts were made, old ones
strengthened, and communication within our community is now strongly re‐
strengthened. We need to harness this positive energy via the development of DSA
projects that will be of significance to NRM in Australia.

•

The workshop provided exposure to state‐of‐the‐art DSA, new DSA predictive methods,
as well as a chance to rub shoulders with DSA world leaders. The applications of DSA are
only limited by the imagination. Various DSA techniques appear to be viable options (in
terms of time and resources) to value‐add to existing soils data in Australia for improved
assessment, monitoring and modelling (e.g. of carbon stocks, acidification). It is
envisaged that DSA techniques can help fill the very many gaps that exist in Australia
(and elsewhere) with respect to soil spatial data. The development of land and soil
attribute data was a major theme of the DSA workshop. Attribute data are needed for
environmental/landscape modelling. Comprehensive attribute (or parametric) data
allows the spatial modelling of risk, what if scenarios, land use potential and
environmental assets, to name a few.

•

A range of methods was presented to suit available user needs and circumstances. The
methodologies used to produce improved soil data will vary from region to region,
depending on the nature of soils and landscapes, as well as the quality, type and
comprehensiveness of existing soil information. (Jurisdictional resources/capacity are
also very important). Not all DSA techniques will suit all areas. However, the
combination of newly available spatial data, newly developed methods, and existing soil
data provides many exciting possibilities for the future. DSA approaches have become
feasible owing to great advances in hardware, software and methodologies. Of great
value for Australia will be DSA approaches that derive gridded predictive soil attribute
data from existing soil point data. However, it should be borne in mind that local models
will be better than global – as stated at the workshop “global studies (e.g. of soil carbon)
will only become credible when information at a local scale is correct”.

•

The current DSA environment is largely research orientated as methods are explored
and tested. Overall, while there were some good results from DSA research projects,
there were also many approaches presented at the workshop that didn’t perform well.

•

DSA modelling mostly used very traditional understanding (or no understanding) of soil
formation processes, and little inclusion of novel ideas (e.g. soil/vegetation/landscape
interactions). The process needs to be become more multi‐disciplinary.

•

There are no current globally accepted standards, guidelines, suggested software,
methods or calibration/validation standards. Production of the ACLEP ‘Orange Book’
should help to alleviate this in Australia.
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•

DSA is not a replacement for collecting on‐ground/field soil information, nor for an
understanding of the nature of soils and landscapes and related processes. Soil
description, sampling and analysis are still a major requirement of ‘most’ DSA
applications and remain fundamental for calibration/validation purposes. LRA skills and
knowledge should be developed in parallel with DSA.

•

User engagement and establishment of user requirements wasn’t expressed in many, if
any, workshop presentations. This reflects the research and development focus of most
current DSA. However, there is a need to engage with potential users of soil
information, with users identified and their needs clearly defined. There is also a need
to be more practical, with a focus on delivery of quality data, particularly if the States
and regions are to be engaged. Key questions for DSA are: Data used by whom for
what? What is the community benefit? The fact that there are distinct user groups with
different requirements should also be borne in mind. For example, while CSIRO and
ACLEP have a focus on the modelling community and the use of soil data in national and
global modelling and environmental accounting, the States, territories and regions have
a focus on planning and policy, as well as data use for on‐ground management.

•

Links between DSA and temporal change analysis (including links with land
management) were somewhat absent at the workshop apart from the Sulaeman
(“Using legacy data to map the dynamics of soil organic carbon in Java”) and Hong (“Soil
carbon storage mapping using soil profile and monitoring data in Korea”) presentations.
Monitoring connections with DSA weren’t presented. There needs to be a strong
temporal component to DSA modelling work.

•

The grid/raster formats of DSA are an effective way of predicting and displaying various
soil attributes in three dimensions. Although, the value of such data can depend on the
size of, and variability within, each grid cell. Spline‐fitting techniques will improve 3‐D
products, in particular, their ability to be queried. Although texture contrast soils
present a special challenge for the spline method. Whether a raster grid is better than
polygons depends on raster size and content; however, there is no doubt that demand
for gridded data will increase with time. As stated at the workshop: “The spatial entity
used can greatly affect visual quality and accuracy of output.”

•

There is an exciting opportunity to quantify the uncertainty of the soil data within each
spatial entity and use this in interpretations/assessments. But how can uncertainty data
best be provided to and used by end‐users? Uncertainty data could also be used to
identify where more field work is required.

•

The spatial disaggregation techniques of DSA can improve the effective scale, useability
and modelling capacity of existing traditionally derived soil data and maps (more so in
those areas with existing good quality and comprehensive land and soil data).

•

New understanding was gained of the objectives of the Global Soil Map project.

•

Soil organic carbon (SOC) was the soil property that dominated the workshop, there
was little on other threats (e.g. wind or water erosion) or other soil properties. In
addition, there was little new at the workshop on terrain analysis or simulation
modelling to support ‘what ifs?’.
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•

Although a number of workshop papers featured prediction of Soil Class/Type, this is
not considered a valuable future course for DSA in Australia, as it is spatially defined
functional soil attributes that are required for landscape/spatial assessment and
modelling. To be useful, predictions of Soil Class (which is a conceptual amalgamation of
a range of soil properties or attributes that vary with depth) would need to be followed
by further prediction of individual parameters (as has been done in ASRIS via the use of
‘idealised soils’).

•

Australia appears to be at the forefront of DSA developments, with the Australian
work presented at the workshop exhibiting clarity of purpose and methods. Australia is
well placed to adopt DSA, and in some aspects leading the pack, but in many areas we
need to increase capacity and skills, especially in the areas of geo‐statistics and delivery
of information.

2. What issues do the states/territories face in the development of Digital Soil
Assessment (DSA) in Australia?
•

Potential DSA developments, along with the Global Soil Map project, are currently
significantly under‐resourced. We need to be able to clearly articulate the benefits of
DSA and soil information to get the support the necessary support. Ultimately there
needs to be a long term vision for DSA.

•

There is a need to develop DSA in each jurisdiction whilst maintaining current capacity
and delivering to current clients. There is a risk that custodians of traditional/existing
information and decision making (such as the state and territory agencies) are left out
of the process.

•

The development of delivery systems for new land and soil information (e.g web
delivery): How should these be developed and coordinated? How do they integrate with
current delivery systems?

•

Coordination and standardisation of DSA activities across the country. Additional
complexity is caused by the suite of existing data formats, types and availability from
local to national scales – how will this complexity impact upon DSA prediction methods?

•

In most areas of Australia there is limited soil information (both site and spatial). This is
especially the case with spatially defined soil functional properties or attributes. (The
notable exceptions being the temperate areas of South Australia and, to a lesser extent,
the temperate areas of Western Australia). This lack of data limits both the outcomes of
DSA projects, as well as our ability to develop models that assist with NRM and policy
development (e.g. for Great Barrier Reef water quality modelling, climate change
scenario modelling and land use and management modelling). With the limited
resources we have, the best use possible should be made of both traditionally derived
and newly available data, as well as newly developed DSA techniques.

•

Development and improvement of realistic DSA models of the landscape are
underpinned by field data and knowledge. DSA reinforces the need for ongoing field
data collection – it does not replace it. There is a risk with DSA approaches that the
need for initial field data, or even field validation, will be overlooked. A use of ‘black
box’ analyses in DSA is also a risk where understanding is lacking. “The real validation is
in the field” was a pertinent comment at the workshop. One of the biggest limitations
10

to progressing DSA in Australia is the lack of expert soils capacity. The lack of active field
survey programs in Australia is a concern with respect to data collection and the
building of soil and landscape knowledge, which impacts upon the quality of DSA
outputs. It also means that training opportunities are lacking to develop LRA
Specialists/Pedologists, and to build local knowledge. Also, where modellers understand
the landscapes and processes they are modelling, outputs will surely benefit. The
credibility of DSA products, and hence ongoing support/funding, will be won or lost
according to quality, that is how well these data reflect real landscapes and conditions.
•

There is a danger of overlooking, or inappropriate use of, existing soil data by DSA
practitioners. There needs to be a multi‐disciplinary approach (using pedologists, geo‐
statisticians, remote sensing specialists, modellers, etc) to achieve optimal outcomes.

•

The biggest challenge will be the ability of the States to rapidly increase their capacity to
develop and implement many of the techniques introduced at the DSA workshop and
apply these techniques to jurisdictional core business. For example, the capacity to
soundly apply geo‐statistics is an essential component of effectively implementing most
DSA approaches. Capacity and capability issues possibly represent the biggest issue to
DSA application in Australia. There is a real need to swiftly develop this and/or consider
an appropriate approach for resourcing, training and skilling of scientists, identification
of national priorities, and collaboration. Time, funding and personnel constraints limit
the time available to learn, research and adapt such methods for use in local or regional
situations. It is also unlikely that States will have the resources to develop capacity
across all appropriate DSA disciplines that may be beneficial or useable within
Australian conditions. A threat is that the impetus and enthusiasm generated from the
opportunity to attend and participate in this global workshop will be lost if not acted
upon.

•

There is some conflict between DSA for research and methodology development and
DSA used to produce reliable data for policy and planning (i.e. research versus
operational needs), as well as between the need for data for national and global
modelling versus data for regional planning and targeting of on‐ground action. The
target end‐users are different and their data needs are usually quite different. This
conflict between regional, state, federal and global needs is a challenge that needs to be
reconciled. The DSA workshop had a research focus, but there is a range of users
beyond the research and modelling communities. An example of this is the blanket
push to provide gridded soil attribute data. The modelling community are the key clients
for such data. However, most users of soil information in government, industry or the
community just want targeted data of an appropriate quality and scale that answers
their particular NRM questions. They don’t care if it comes from polygons, pixels, or
polka‐dots, as long as it is meaningful and in a form that they can use and understand.

•

The relevance of DSA approaches to our understanding and management of the
environment must be explained clearly and simply to policy/decision makers to attract
ongoing support and funding. There is a need to actively engage policy and decision
makers at all levels (governments, industry and communities). Convincing jurisdictions
that investment in DSA will pay dividends beyond what we currently have – i.e. the case
for investment in DSA has to be made. We need to ensure that the benefits of DSA are
recognised broadly at the highest levels across all relevant agencies.
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3. What are future options for Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) in Australia?
Methodology options

•

The considerable knowledge of the University of Sydney with respect to DSA
methodologies and geo‐statistics needs to be drawn upon.

•

Regression kriging using existing point data in areas where terrain analyses can
adequately predict relationships, and where other data are lacking, seems to be a fertile
area to pursue.

•

Disaggregation of polygons which contain unmapped components is a potentially
valuable use of DSA in Australia where suitable spatial data exists.

•

The capacity of DSA techniques to harmonise disparate soil spatial data was highlighted,
which could prove useful in Australia, especially along State border zones.

•

Radiometrics – associated with terrain analysis, existing soil data, EM and/or soil
reflectance spectroscopy – could be valuable in many Australia contexts for producing
improved land and soil information.

•

Use of vegetation classifications where soil data is sparse could be valuable for
improving existing soil information and deriving new soil attribute data.

•

The application of Artificial Neural Networks seemed positive from presentations and
results achieved.

•

DSA data mining techniques should also prove valuable for deriving functional soil
attribute spatial data.

Technical options

•

A systems based approach to DSA was addressed in one presentation on SIS+ in The
Netherlands (Heuvelink et al. “Implications of DSM for Soil Information Systems”). For
DSA to become application focussed there would appear to be a ‘future need’ around
systems integration. The systems approach to DSA will need to be considered with
respect to making DSA an operational aspect of soil science when integrated with Soil
Information Systems. The approach presented from the Netherlands on SIS+ appears to
have significant merit and would be worthy of future investigation. A similar approach
to soil and modelling data is used in SA – we need to learn from local examples as well.

•

An agreed suite of landform derivatives (e.g. relief, slope, aspect, curvature, surface
drainage) for use in DSA is required for Australia.

•

The option of using open‐source software should be explored to save on costs (e.g. to
avoid the costs associated in trialling techniques (that may not necessarily work in
Australian conditions)).

•

The development of a ‘Soil and Terrain Mark Up Language’ would be extremely
beneficial in supporting a distributed network of DSA to enable data to be shared freely
through a common recognised data standard. We are behind other science domains
such as groundwater and geology that have already developed a data exchange
language.
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Data options

•

A process for legacy knowledge capture – including the ‘unrecorded knowledge’ of
landscapes and their functions from past and present LRA professionals – could be
developed to support future DSA applications. As there is a real shortage of expert LRA
specialists within our organisations, an approach to harness this information for future
applications would appear a valuable and worthy exercise. It could also be worthwhile
for the future of DSA if a stock‐take of current best available data were made across the
country.

•

A national registry of DSA methods including links to existing DSA applications (that
includes metadata on items, software used, datasets used, issues, prediction methods,
etc). A collaboration space (forum) may suit this purpose.

•

Value‐adding to data is the key. We always need to have in mind improvement of the
data we have – which was not always on display at the DSM Workshop. The task is to
marry landscape knowledge with geo‐statistical methods and new and old data.

Institutional options

•

DSA in Australia should be a cooperative/partnership model whereby states/territories
gain skills and improve capacity rather than just being a source of data – because better
outcomes will be achieved. [A centrally dominated approach was not supported.] For
example, a National DSA Program which meets a clear need could be built, with a
business case made to seek new funding. However, with local knowledge and
understanding of both landscapes and existing soil data, the states and territories are in
the best position to progress DSA that will produce reliable data for use in NRM,
planning and policy development, and environmental modelling. There appears to be a
real need for a ‘Federated Network on DSA’ for Australia. A collaboration of state,
territory and federal agencies/organisations that benefits all organisations is strongly
supported. This could be led by CSIRO/ACLEP/NCST. It would entail ‘group’ collaboration
on DSA projects including training and education as part of pilot projects (i.e. conduct
trials of systems – there are already some in place). It could also include clusters of
scientists from across these organisations where expertise can be acquired, shared and
fostered. Centres of excellence could be created in various jurisdictions (i.e. not every
jurisdiction needs to have capacity and skills in every area) – although membership of
such groups need not be limited only to those living in the same locality.

•

There is a need to build knowledge/experience in the tools and methods to digitally
interpret the landscape and develop new soil data. An ongoing National DSA Program
would serve to maintain momentum and provide improved capacity within states,
territories and nationally. A mentoring/training process would contribute significantly
to developing collective capacity/capability across Australia. This would effectively
generate a distributed network of DSA practitioners. Training opportunities through on‐
the‐job training and opportunities to promote and share experiences through
workshops should be considered.

•

Influence the action plan of the National Environmental Information System (NEIS) and
ultimately build DSA into it.

•

Build partnerships with end users of DSA products.

•

Encourage training in both Pedology and DSA at universities.
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4. Recommendations for DSA in Australia
•

Seek to formalise State/territory agency involvement and commitment to DSA. Work
with agencies to develop projects with a jurisdictional focus to trial/demonstrate DSA
approaches. It would be best if each State had a DSA project of its own, to build capacity
and knowledge of DSA approaches and data. A business case should be made to seek
new funding for a National DSA Program. Each State could concentrate on specific DSA
techniques that are perceived as having immediate benefits to that State, and which
take into account existing data and soil‐landscapes. Individual States, having increased
their capacity in such techniques would then become ‘national leaders’ in that
technique. This could aid fast‐tracking capacity in other States through mutual training
exercises or data‐swapping. Trials of systems should be conducted (there are already
some in place). Tasmania could be used as a state‐wide case study. The
advantages/opportunities here are: new funding, limited investment in legacy data,
clear purpose, expertise available, and an enthusiasm and willingness to give it a go.

•

Constitute a DSA Working Group under the National Committee on Soil and Terrain
(NCST) to inform and advise on DSA activities at state/territory and national levels,
create a national DSA initiative (arising out of the ERA program), start to build national
capacity, and advise on where centres of excellence could be developed.

•

Build capacity in DSA and fast‐track DSA knowledge and developments in Australia
through regular National DSA Technical Workshops (as well as via collaborative DSA
projects). Regular workshops could showcase both what is being done or planned and
how it is being done, as well as provide exposure to cutting edge knowledge and leaders
in the field. The medium to long term view should be to expand the
discussion/involvement to complimentary disciplines (e.g. vegetation mapping,
landscape ecology, land management) to achieve better information outcomes and
decision‐making. Other workshops (e.g. on geomorphology, statistics in soil science,
analysing non‐spatial/tabular data) could be held to build capacity. Mentoring and
training would be implicit in formalisation of a distributed network of DSA practitioners
to work on state, territory or federal projects.

•

For the Australian Collaborative Land Evaluation Program (ACLEP) to lead the
development of DSA projects in each state and territory, with each state or territory
agency involved as a collaborator, and additional expertise and leadership provided by
CSIRO, the University of Sydney and others. Such an approach would help build capacity
in DSA across Australia, give ownership of outcomes, lead to active use being made of
the resulting spatial data, and support the development of better spatial data than
would occur without local input. DSA projects could focus on developing both soil
attribute data and information on how soils function in the landscape. A collaboration
of state, territory and federal agencies/organisations with formal arrangements in place
should benefit all organisations involved. Sharing and developing collective capacity and
capability appears to be a worthwhile and valuable means of formalising succession
planning across Australia. [Note that a rapid assessment table of core capabilities
required for DSA is provided in Appendix 2.]

•

It is vital we maintain understanding of soil and landscapes and the processes within
them by maintaining a strong Land Resource Assessment/Pedology profession across
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Australia. This can only be maintained by providing training via active field survey
programs (as stated by Neil McKenzie, Chief CSIRO Land and Water, at the final session
of the workshop). New survey programs are needed – both to provide new data, and to
train land resource professionals in the understanding of land and soil processes. This
understanding is the key always. New geo‐statistical techniques should be incorporated
into this work. A multidisciplinary and an integrated / whole of environment approach is
also advised. It was stated at the workshop that there is a “crisis with on‐ground data
collection!”, but it is more a crisis of knowledge of the development of spatial data and
an understanding of soils and landscapes.
•

Have a vision for the future of DSA in which it integrates with related disciplines
(ecology, vegetation mapping, hydrology, land use, etc) to improve knowledge and
understanding of both the form and function/behaviour of our landscapes in which soil
is just one part (albeit a very important one). The best outcomes will come from a
multidisciplinary and collaborative approach – where those that are the custodians of
the data, and have an interest in outcomes and data use, are involved.

•

Build DSA as an underpinning component of the National Environmental Information
System (NEIS).

•

Promote the outcomes of DSA approaches to policy and decision makers to gain firm
commitments and ongoing resources. A clear message needs to be conveyed as why to
why Australia needs DSA developments and the data these can produce. A business
case should be made to seek new funding for a national DSA initiative. Future direction
with new spatial data development needs to focus strongly on end users and the key
issues of our time, namely: Climate Change / Water Security and Quality / Food Security
/ Appropriate Land Use. Leadership and salesmanship are needed to gain support for a
national DSA initiative. There is a role for national leaders to engage with State
bureaucrats, especially about priorities and need. Benefits to the community should be
clearly stated. A roadshow of senior national figures with an interest in DSA could be
useful, although there is the problem of changeability of managers and departments at
State level.

•

Formalising or centralising how we share knowledge and experiences. A national
registry of DSA applications and associated metadata would be beneficial to all future
potential DSA practitioners. It may also be beneficial to take stock of the existing land
and soil information we have.

•

Review DSA prediction methods and approaches. This would support the process of
future testing and application of DSA methods in deriving high‐quality soil information,
as well as establishment of guidelines/manuals.

•

States/territories should attempt to have the trialling of potential DSA techniques
written into new LRA or modelling projects, and the adoption of such techniques
included in core business, to increase the chances of appropriate jurisdictional support.
A short‐list of prediction methods and approaches to DSA should be established to
support future testing, evaluation and broadscale application.

•

Involve the Australian Soil Science Society (ASSSI) to broaden audience and skill base. It
may also be wise to re‐engage retired soil scientists (e.g. bring them to workshops), and
capture their landscape and soil knowledge.
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Workshop program summary
The workshop attracted approximately 120 people, and much of the material presented was
on the cutting‐edge of DSA methodology and research. This section provides a summary of
‘key topics’ discussed and their potential relevance to Australia. The summarised program
provided below in Table 1 entails 67 oral presentations and 35 poster presentations. A
complete list of presentations is provided in the Workshop Program (Appendix 1).
Table 1. Summary program for the 4th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping
Oral
presentations

Poster
presentations

From Global to Local DSM

22

13

-

Global DSM

(17)

-

Local DSM

(5)

Session topic
Monday 24th May

th

Tuesday 25 May

th

Wednesday 26 May

Innovative Inference Systems, DSM issues and
operational tools, Dynamic Assessment in DSM

29

-

Innovative Soil Inference System

(5)

-

DSM and operational tools

(8)

-

DSM in 3-D and Partially Dynamic DSM

(6)

-

Digital Soil Assessment

(10)

Quality Data Assessment, Modelling Uncertainties
in DSM and DSA

16

11

11

The workshop summary provided in the following sections is given to collate information
pertaining to presentations on topics that were emphasized during the workshop, were
identified in the rapporteur summaries, or may be important considerations for application
of DSA in Australia. This summary has been broken down into sections on DSA Methods and
Issues for DSA Applications. A brief summary on the Global Soil Map project is also provided,
as this was a major theme during of the workshop.

Global Soil Map
GlobalSoilMap.net is a global consortium with seven continental nodes that aims to produce
a new digital soil map of the world which will contain primary functional soil parameters at a
90 m and 3‐D spatial resolution. The project has proposed that a suite of prediction
methods (modelling approaches) will be implemented, with the chosen method for any
given area dependant on the scarcity/frequency/quality of soil and covariate data. Spline
functions originally developed by Bishop et al. (2001) will be applied to provide depth x
parameter predictions for six predefined depth intervals to 2 m. Grid or block estimation of
these parameters is the preferred method over point estimation. The eight key soil
attributes to be predicted are:
1. Organic carbon content

2. Particle size distribution

3. pH

4. Depth-to-bedrock / impeding
layer

5. Bulk density

6. Available waterholding capacity

7. Exchangeable cations

8. Electrical conductivity (salinity)
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As part of the approach, existing soil data are considered vital in the derivation of 3‐D soil
parameter predictions. Uncertainty analysis will be implemented using the 95% confidence
interval. An application in Australia has already been trialled in South Australia using ASRIS*‐
format pH attribute data, where issues surrounding data set size and application of splines
were explored, as were potential strategies for dealing with the vast volumes of data
described. C#.net applications were used to develop a relational database structure to
address data set size limitations. Disaggregation of map units containing unmapped
components is yet to be explored.
* ASRIS is the Australian Soil Resource Information System, which is managed by the Australian
Collaborative Land Evaluation Program (ACLEP).

Issues for Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) applications
Topics summarised include:
•
•
•
•
•

Soil data harmonisation
Covariate data harmonisation and qualities
Legacy knowledge integration in DSA
Uncertainty
Data splitting in DSA.

Soil data harmonisation
Soil mapping

Issues surrounding soil data harmonisation were first raised during the workshop by Jon
Hempel of the USDA‐NRCS National Soil Survey Center (“GlobalSoilMapping.net: Canada‐
United States digital soil mapping case”) when discussing a GlobalSoilMap.net digital soil
mapping approach used in the integration of Canadian and United States soil mapping that
has been produced at different scales, different times, and by different agencies. Jon
discussed ‘edge effects’ and suggested these weren’t really an issue, can be explained easily,
and should not affect outputs and their utility.
One approach presented by Alex McBratney of the University of Sydney (“Digital
harmonisation of adjacent analogue soil survey areas – 4 Iowa Counties”) explored how to
harmonise adjacent soil maps to produce grid probability maps of soil series at each grid
cell. This method used four existing county soil map series in Iowa and data‐mining to
predict the soil series. The derivation of soil landscape rules that can be applied could
provide benefits in reviewing maps internally and across survey boundaries. The probability
predictions for this method are also of consideration especially for cross‐border (e.g. State
boundaries) where inconsistencies in soil mapping exist.
Soil sites/observations

An application using harmonised soil site data was presented by Hengl of the University of
Amsterdam (“Estimating global soil organic carbon stock using ISRIC WISE soil profile
database”) in his example of predicting soil organic carbon (SOC) across the globe. The
importance of soil profile data in a useful format for such applications was emphasized, with
the ISRIC WISE soil profile database being an example. Freddy Nachtergaele of FAO in Rome
(“Qualitative and quantitative aspects of world and regional soil databases and maps”)
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raised issues surrounding the quality and quantity of soil data contained in soil databases
and that from a global perspective there is a data collection crisis with an absence of
compatible data from industrialised countries.
Lagacherie of INRA France (“Processing legacy soil data for global digital soil mapping: the
case of the Cap Bon Region, Northern Tunisia”) led a discussion on soil data harmonisation
through his digital soil mapping example of the Cap Bon Region. Issues surrounding
correction of geo‐referencing soil sites, calibrating soil properties and depth were important
steps towards providing quality soils databases for DSA applications. Key messages were:
•
•
•

The importance of harmonisation and error checking for soil site data
Pre‐processing of soil data where there is either missing, outlier or non‐standard data
Metadata can help identify issues and support data harmonisation processes.

Belousova and Meshalkina, respectively of the Dokuchaev Soil Institute and the Moscow
State University (“Harmonisation of legacy data on Russian boreal soils published during last
60 years”), identified the same issues, including changes to soil names and horizon
nomenclature, completeness of laboratory measures, and change in methods over time for
the harmonisation of legacy data on boreal soils in Russia
The role and importance of legacy soil data was highlighted by numerous presenters
including Hong and Sulaemen. Hong of the Korean Dept of Agricultural Environment (“Soil
carbon storage mapping using soil profile and monitoring data in Korea”) explored the
changes in SOC from paddy soils of South Korea and their reliance upon collated legacy soil
site data to interpret these changes. Yiyi Sulaemen of the ICALRD in Indonesia (“Using legacy
data to map the dynamics of soil organic carbon in Java”) presented on spatial‐temporal
changes in SOC using legacy soil site data and conversion factors for historical
measurements of soil organic matter (SOM) to SOC. For this approach to mapping SOC
dynamics in Java, geographical location was estimated to the nearest village or town. This
suggests that various qualities of soil data (spatial, analytical and temporal accuracies)
may/may not be important to understand the question being posed.
Jack Hannam of Cranfield University in the UK (“Evaluation and harmonisation of legacy soil
data: Irish Soil Information System”) highlighted the issues surrounding harmonising
variable and incomplete soil mapping in addition to legacy soil profile descriptions
undertaken using variable standards and methods. Capturing soil data through the
conversion of hardcopy records to database (e.g. soil sites, analytical data) and deciphering
the data proved to be a major task associated with providing a 1:250,000 soil map for
Ireland. The importance of standards, protocols and guidelines is emphasized through the
issues being addressed in this project.
The examples above highlight the value and importance of legacy data in DSA applications
and for estimating uncertainties associated with the predictions.
Covariate data harmonisation and qualities
A range of covariates were used in DSA applications presented as part of the workshop
including:
•
•

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) and terrain derivatives
Climate parameters
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temporal and multispectral/hyperspectral satellite and airborne imagery (e.g. Landsat,
MODIS)
Geological mapping products
Soil and landform maps and information derived from polygons
Land use / land cover
Radiometrics
Geophysical (e.g. GRS, EMI resistivity/susceptibility, seismic)
Vegetation (e.g. ecological vegetation classes).

Overall there was little discussion on the qualities and uncertainties associated with input
parameters (covariates) for DSA applications. Van Oijen of the Centre for Ecology and
Hydrology in the UK (“Uncertainties in process‐based modelling for environmental
assessment”) discussed the uncertainties associated with input data into process based
models (PBMs) and how their unknown uncertainties impact upon the confidence that can
be placed in ecosystem PBMs. Upscaling data was also identified as an issue in quantifying
uncertainty. An approach to consider is Bayesian kriging which quantifies uncertainties
including uncertainties of the spatial interpolation parameters.
Legacy knowledge integration in Digital Soil Assessment (DSA)
Legacy based approaches were first mentioned at the workshop by Alex McBratney when
discussing the Global Soil Map project methodology (“On the global DSM methodology”).
The reference made here was with respect to soil site data and existing mapping.
Knowledge integration in DSA was demonstrated in the presentation by Kempen of
Wageningen University in The Netherlands (“Three‐dimensional mapping of soil organic
matter content using soil type / specific depth functions”) on mapping depth functions
associated with SOM based on pedological knowledge of ten soil types in a study area of
The Netherlands. This approach of integrating pedological knowledge with pedometric
methods allowed SOM content predictions with good estimates for the upper soil, and poor
predictions in soils with a highly variable subsurface.
Tal Svoray of Ben‐Gurion University in Israel (“Assessment of soil degradation risks in the
watershed scale”) presented on the incorporation of knowledge from experts with
quantitative measurements in the assignment of weightings to assess soil degradation
threats in a watershed. The integration of the collective knowledge from all experts led to
improved predictive capabilities.
Otherwise there was little reference throughout the workshop to legacy knowledge
integration and management except where the decline in pedological expertise was
referred to in the context of ‘the need for DSA approaches’.
Uncertainty
Uncertainty analysis provides a measure of the predictive quality, variable sensitivity, as well
as how to improve the prediction (Bishop et al. 2006). Three types of uncertainty have been
defined by McBratney (1992): stochastic, deterministic and semantic. In DSA, the
uncertainty is derived from the input variables (covariates) and the model approach. The
estimation of uncertainty remained a focal point of discussion during the workshop.
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Key presentations on uncertainty analysis/estimation included Van Oijen (“Uncertainties in
process based modelling”), A‐Xing Zhu of the University of Wisconsin (“Quantification and
visualisation of uncertainty information in DSM”), Brendan Malone of the University of
Sydney (“Field validation as a means of assessing the quality of digital soil property maps”)
who looked at field validation, quality assessment and spatial uncertainty prediction using
block kriging, and J.L. Meshalkina of Moscow Lomonosov State University (“Uncertainty
evaluation of legacy and modern soil data on example of arable dark‐grey forest soils of
Bryansk Opolje”) who looked at paddock‐scaled uncertainty estimation.
Van Oijen describes the issues associated with uncertainties/confidence that can be placed
in ecosystem PBMs owing to uncertainties associated with covariate inputs. Zhu presented
an approach to visualise the amount of uncertainty associated with soil spatial variation
through the application of ‘colour models’. The similarity values used in this approach
consider ‘exaggeration uncertainty’ and the ‘ignorance uncertainty’.
Malone demonstrated an approach using block averaged predictions (‘block kriging’) that
incorporates the values of uncertainty from point estimates of available waterholding
capacity (AWC). The findings emphasize that block estimation methods are superior to point
estimations, especially where the uncertainty of the block estimate is less than half of the
point prediction uncertainty. In addition, Malone presented a quality measure for soil maps
by using the independent sampling units to test predictions and their uncertainties.
Data splitting (calibration v. validation)
Splitting of datasets and establishing sampling designs for validation datasets was discussed
throughout the workshop. A subset of these presentations with the split and number of
observations used is provided in Table 2. There does appear to be ‘some consensus’ on a
2/3:1/3 split for calibration versus validation. The major issue appears to be on establishing
an appropriate sampling design at the initiation of the DSA process that provides equal
emphasis on calibration and validation.
Table 2. Calibration / Validation data splitting examples presented at the workshop
Calibration
%

Validation
%

PCA, stepwise GLM

50

50

23,000

Hengl et al.

Regression kriging, filtered using stepwise
regression

67

33

10,000

Greve et al.

Ordinary kriging (stratified) and regression trees

80

20

45,000

Piccini et al.

Regression kriging

75

25

1,753

Myers et al.

Regression trees, Bootstrap RF, Boosted RF,
Support Vector, Machine Learning

70

30

1,014

Casa et al.

Fuzzy K means

67

33

77

Vasques et al.

Stepwise MLR

67

33

141
–1,193

Brungard and
Boettinger

Random Forests

67

33

300

Sulaemen and
Minasny

Spline functions

67

33

2,002

Author

DSA method

Reuter and
Montanarella

(n)
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Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) methods
The workshop made clear that there is no one preferred/standard method or modelling
approach for soil prediction. Rather, new methods are continually being developed and
tested and different approaches that recognise and address: (1) desired outputs, (2)
landscape conditions, (3) available soil data (both site and spatial), (4) available covariate
data, and (5) available knowledge will be required.
Bob MacMillan of ISRIC in The Netherlands summarised the approach to be implemented in
the Global Soil Map project (“A proof of concept project to apply and compare alternative
DSM methods in several test areas”). This will contribute towards providing some
assessment and guidance of the suitability of different methods under different conditions;
however, ultimately it is up to each ‘mapper’ to understand the benefits and weaknesses
inherent in each method for their particular application.
What follows is a brief summary of the predictive methods presented at the workshop.
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Local

Regional

National

Global

Multiscale

20
15
10
5

Non-Spatial

Regression
kriging

* Kriging

Pairwise
comparison

Baysian
network

Fuzzy ruleset
classification

PCA / CCA

Regression
model

Decision tree

Neural
network

0

Spatial

Prediction method
Figure 1. The number of times and the spatial extent to which each predictive method presented at the workshop was applied
* The ‘kriging’ method includes a number of geo‐statistical methods, viz: simple, ordinary, universal and co‐kriging.
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Nonspatial prediction methods
Artificial Neural Networks
Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

Software / Detail

Observations

Blaschek

ANN (feed
forward)

Local (paddy
fields in SE
China)

Chemical soil
properties

Sample points and 9
covariates (terrain)

ANN trained 200
times

Slightly outperformed by regression kriging comparison.

Fuzzy ARTMap
(adaptive
resonance
theory)

Regional
(Brazil)

Predict soil
classes

DEM, digital
cartographic base
(stream network).

GIS

Both decision tree and MLP algorithms showed potential
to predict soil classes at detailed scale with decision tree
reaching higher accuracy even at lower sampling
densities

Sarmento

SOM (self
organising
map)

Soil map

All four MLA
algorithms were
trained with data from
the same sets of
sample points

Both methods have potential in highly modified
landscapes (where continuous distribution of soil
properties is limited)

MLP (multilayer
perception)

Decision Trees
Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

Software / Detail

Observations

Greve

Gini RT

National

Clay %

15 covariate
parameters

Gini splitting method

Two methods employed: Ordinary Kriging and RT were
reasonably successful in predicting clay content.
Locally huge differences in the predictions from the two
methods

Sarmento

Gini RT

Regional
(Brazil)

Predict soil
classes

DEM, digital
cartographic base
(stream network)
Soil map

GIS.
All four MLA
algorithms were
trained with data from
the same sets of

Both decision tree and MLP algorithms showed potential
to predict soil classes at detailed scale with decision tree
reaching higher accuracy even at lower sampling
densities
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Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

Software / Detail

Observations

sample points
Dart

Myers

Regression
Tree

Regression
Tree (RT)

Local –
Regional (dry
tropical
forest, Brazil)

Predict soil
classes

Regional
(Florida)

SOC & HC
(hot water
extractable
carbon)

Soil point data and
multiple env
parameters inc DEM,
ecological, remote
sensing, climate

Soil depth

Time series ASTER
(ET & NDVI)

Bootstrap
aggregated RT

136 soil samples

See5

Land use / land cover
Landsat, terrain

Boosted RT

Variable importance measures from BoostRT and RF
models can help indicate what environmental factors are
correlated with processes leading to SOC.
Ensemble methods such as RF, BagRT, and BoostRT
were consistently better than single RT models for both
SOC and HC

Random
Forests (RF)
Taylor

recursive
partitioning
(regression
tree)

Regional
(vineyard
catchment
France).

Depth to
water table

Poggio

Random
Forests
(bootstrap
sampling)

Generalized
Additive Model
(GAM)

Regional
(Utah)

National
(Scotland)

Random Forest

DEM (CTI, MrVBF)

Attempts to model the depth to a watertable were
unsuccessful

22 env covariates
(from DEM, Landsat,
Geology, Vegetation
and climate).

Available
Water
Capacity

Soil site data

CART

DEM & Climate

Vcd (Kappa) & rpart
(RT) R package

Remote sensing data are potentially very helpful for soil
mapping in areas were soil data are not available;
however, a spatial calibration is often needed

Rpart & randomForest

RF is superior in prediction capabilities. But RF is a “gray

Predict

R statistical software

RF produced estimates of class error, probabilities of
prediction and quantitative covariate importance.
Useful for initial soil survey predictions

300 sampling sites
(derived from
conditioned Latin
hypercube sampling)

MODIS (drought
indices NDWI, NDDI,
NMDI)
Regional

A vegetation-soil inference system could be clearly
established from the relationships observed at the
partition nodes.

Predict
taxonomic
soil classes,
particle size,
soil depth,
texture,
dominant
vegetation

CART

Barthold

CLASS spatial analyst

Soil depth
observations

Mono-culture
Brungard

Complexity of environment, variation in soils, & similarity
in soil classes impact prediction accuracy

30 soil sampled
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Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

Software / Detail

Observations

(RF)

(grasslands
Mongolia)

reference soil
groups

profiles.

packages of R

box” approach since quantifications of the relationships
between response variable and predictor variables are
not possible due to the vast amount of trees grown. In
contrast, CART offers results that are easy to interpret,
i.e. it is not a “gray box”. BT performs somewhere in
between RF and CART. A combined approach is
suggested to get superior results

Regional
(Nth China)

SOC

120 soil profiles.

CART
Bagging Trees

Wiesmeier

Random
Forests

MART (Multiple
Additive and
Regression
Trees)

Regional

Prediction accuracy of the RF modelling and the
generated map was acceptable.

15 covariates (12
topography,
geological, ref soil
group, land use)
applied to 90m sq grid

CART

Lacoste

18 covariates used:
land use (Landsat),
Geology, Terrain
(90m DEM), Climate

Parent
material

Soil points and 17 env
covariate parameters

CART was used for analysis of variable importance
which showed that land use, RSG and geology are the
most important variables influencing SOC storage.
RF in combination with CART is a suitable approach for
the spatial prediction of soil properties at the landscape
scale and can also be applied in regions with limited
amount of samples and data
MART (Multiple
Additive and
Regression Trees).
Stochastic gradient
boosting

Best for aeolian loam substrates, worst for uncommon
material and high geological complexity. MART allows
using many quantitative and qualitative predictive
variables

Regression Models
Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

Software / Detail

Observations

Casa

Partial least
squares
regression

Local (In
Paddock)

Texture & SOC

Soil samples and RS –
CHRIS (measured in
lab & from satellite)

Soil properties (texture
SOC) were kriged and
grouped into classes
using supervised fuzzy
c-means.

PLSR models developed using real CHRIS data
have a much poorer performance as compared to
lab data with CHRIS spectral range and resolution.
Soil properties estimation is also possibly affected
by the confounding effect of soil moisture

CHRIS pixels
associated with soil
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Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

Software / Detail

Observations

properties based on
ave kriged values
Wilford

Fuzzy rulesets
to join
regression
models

National

Weathering
intensity index

GRS and STRM DEM

The index has the potential to be used in a range
of soil property predictions

Vasques (1)

Stepwise MLR

Multiscale:
Field
Watershed
State (Florida)

SOC

27 SCORPAN variables
(land use, terrain,
Landsat, soil survey)
and Soil observations

DSM should account for multi-scale r/ships.
Hydrological variables influenced spatial patterns
of SOC at multiple scales.
A model that takes into account all scaling
parameters collectively may be too complicated,
data-demanding, and costly to achieve; thus,
understanding the influence of major scaling
parameters separately is an important contribution
to explain the multi-scale spatial behaviour of TC

Oueslati

Stepwise
multiple
regression

Regional
(Italian forest)

SOC

DEM, rainfall, Landsat

SAGA

Results show that the classification according to
vegetation and topography in forest soils a useful
tool to ameliorate the estimation of the %SOC at
unsampled locations

Dlouha

Various
regression
models

Local (Czech)

soil pollution
(heavy metals)

Field magnetic
susceptibility
measurements

Statgraphics Centurion
XV

Double reciprocal

Butta-

Partial least
squares
regression

Local (Italy)

SOM

Topsoil samples.

ASD FieldSpec Pro
spectro-radiometer

Demonstrated that it is possible to quantify SOM
content using reflectance spectroscopy, in the
visible and short wave infrared range, and the PLS
regression analysis in the Turbolo watershed
(southern Italy). Results showed that SOM
assessment by spectral reflectance measurements
can be considered as a substitute of conventional
methods for soil analysis

fuocco

Bi-directional
reflectance
measurements of the
soil samples

Regression performed
using PArLeS software
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) / Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA)
Presentation

Extent

Application

Data

Reuter

National

Soil texture,
stone content

56 covariate
parameters

Geng

Regional
(Canadian
plain)

% sand and
% clay

Time series
RADARSAT imagery
(collected after rainfall
event)

PCA analysis
performed
backscatter change
images

Single date multi-polarization RADARSAT-2 image
immediately after a major rainfall may be sufficient to
differentiate surface soil properties

15 DEM derived
attributes.

CANOCO 4.5.

Relatively strong correspondence between soils series
distribution and topographical properties. The DEM
attributes best related to the first axis were maximum
curvature, slope and sediment index, all of them
positively correlated, and wetness index, direct duration
and minimum curvature, all of them negatively related

Salehi

Type

Canonical
Correspondence Analysis
(CCA)

Local (Iran)

Software / Detail

Observations
Poor

Soil samples from
plots classed into 7
series

Other methods incorporating expert knowledge
Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

Software / Detail

Results

Smith

Knowledge
based fuzzy
ruleset
classification

Regional

Disaggregati
on of soil
survey maps

Multiple terrain
parameters,
ecological zones

ArcSie (ArcGIS
Inference engine)
using fuzzy
membership derived
from knowledge
based rule-sets

relatively straightforward analysis of DEM derivatives
provides very valuable information for the preliminary
disaggregation of small scale soil maps

BBN

Regional

Soil class
prediction
from auger
data.

20k auger bores

Netica

54 env covariates

FORTRAN

BBN decision process is visible and can be assessed by
a experienced surveyor, that expert knowledge can be
incorporated into the model and that the inference
engine can accommodate the uncertainty attached to
both training data and environmental covariates. They
may be created by learning automatically from data files,
created by an expert, or developed by a combination of
the two

Mayr

Fuzzy
membership
weighted model
Pedo-transfer
functions

(1:50k and
1:1,000,000)

Primary and
secondary
soil

(used to derive
primary soil properties
using a fuzzy
membership weighted
model and secondary
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Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

properties)

Svoray
(assessment
of soil
degradation
risks)

Pairwise
comparison of
10 criteria by
expert opinion.

Local to
regional
~190km sq
(Israel)

Software / Detail
soil properties using
pedo-transfer
functions

Results show that the integration of knowledge from
several experts yields better predictive results than from
one expert. Also, the use of a simple weighted linear
combination was useful in applying the system over the
entire watershed

DEM attributes.
Orthophoto (Land
cover ).
Land use.

Applied through
weighted linear
comparison

Results

Climate (rainfall)

Spatial prediction methods
Kriging
Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

Software / Detail

Observations

Greve

Ordinary

National

Clay %

15 covariate
parameters

Slightly outperformed comparison Regression Tree
Model

Emadi

Ordinary Cokriging

Local (Iran
plain)

EC

85 sampling sites
over (10k Ha)

Cokriging using the RS data was better than the ordinary
kriging alone

Band 1 of IRS
satellite, LISS-III
sensor
Thomas

Ordinary

Local

Magnetic
suscepti-bility

Soil survey, Terrain,
EC

ArcMap 3d Analyst

κ survey to elucidate soil-regolith processes in a complex
saline-sodic soil-landscape when visually interpreted
using 3D GIS in conjunction with ECa surveys (EM31
and EM38) and terrain analyses (including TWI), and
traditional soil survey (morphology and physicochemical
data)

Priori

Ordinary

Local,
Tuscany
vineyard

EC and
hydraulic
parameter

EC and soil samples

ARP system to
measure EC.

Mobile geoelectrical survey is cheap and can be used to
estimate variability in soil hydrological parameters

Lab analysis for
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Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

correlation

Software / Detail

Observations

sample hydraulic
properties.
Correlations
performed between
two datasets

Blashek

Ordinary

Local and
regional
(paddy fields
in SE China)

Exchangeable cations
and C

Sample points

Hong

Local variogram

Regional
(Sth Korea)

Soil carbon
density

Soil surveys and soil
monitoring (last 10
years)

Kempen

Universal
kriging &
Universal cokriging

Local to
regional
(Netherlands)

Depth
function of
SOM

Soil sites

Ordinary

3 regions:
small,
medium &
large.

pH and
Humus

Soil profile data.

Vasiliniuc

Co-kriging

Outperformed by regression kriging

VESPER

Provides an example how general pedological knowledge
about soil profile morphology related to soil types can be
used to map depth functions of SOM

Soil map (predicted)
26 env variables

Outperformed by RK except for humus where no
predictors were correlated.

Various Terrain
parameters

Local to
regional
(Romania)
Kerry

Area to Point
kriging

National (Nth
Ireland)

OC and
texture

Legacy soil map data
with SOC and texture
values

Vasques (2)

Variograms and
crossvariograms at
two distance
intervals

Multiscale:
Field
Watershed
State

Total Carbon
(TC)

19 SCORPAN
variables (land use,
terrain, Landsat, soil
survey) and Soil
observations

Hydrologic landscape factors governed the spatial
dependence of TC in the short and long distance
intervals

Simple

Local
(Iranian

Soil fertility

100 soil samples (0–
30cm)

Best prediction method for mapping pH and K was
ordinary kriging.

Najafian

Ordinary

in Florida

Terraseer STIS

Kriging to points of legacy soil polygons provides a good
input into regression kriging based on covariates
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Presentation

Type

Extent

IDW

plain)

Application

Data

Software / Detail

Observations
ECe and NO3 variables were predicted more accurately
by using an IDW with second power.

Spline

Zn and P variables were somewhat better predicted by a
Spline method

Regression Kriging
Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

Mihai

Regional

Romanian

DEM

Poor – regression

Hengl

Global

SOC

36 covariate
parameters

Climate parameters are best predictors

Piccini

Regional

SOC, texture
& SOM

Soil survey and
subsystem maps,
DEM and Landsat

Software / Detail

Observations

Poor due to coarse data.
Indexes and PCA
developed in SAGA
2.0.4 and ILWIS 3.4
Open.

RK, integrating measured data and ancillary variables, is
a rapid and cost-efficient tool for mapping soil properties
across large areas. Mapping SOC by RK allows to easily
monitor its changes over time

Regression analysis,
the statistical software
R 2.10.1 together with
its main packages
used (i.e. sp and rgdal
for spatial data
preparation, and gstat
for geo-statistical
modeling and
prediction)
Blashek

Ballabio

Bootstrap
regression

Local and
regional
(paddy fields
in SE China)

Exchangeabl
e cations and
C

Sample points and
some terrain variables

Outperformed ordinary kriging where correlated terrain
attributes could be verified

Local
(mountain
meadow

Mapping
ecological
vegetation to

Soil survey

Ecological veg communities can be mapped using DEM
and image texture.

Ecological veg survey
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Presentation

Type

Extent

Application

Data

Correspondence analysis

Italy)

derive soil
properties

and Correspondence
Analysis (CA) for
ordination.

Kriging
De Andrade

Vasiliniuc

Global
Regression
(GR)

Software / Detail

These can better inform predictions than veg and DEM
mapping alone

Multi-spectral images
Regional
(Brazil)

Soil fertility

Local to
regional
(Romania)

pH and
Humus

Soil profile data

National (Nth
Ireland)

OC and
texture

Soil survey data
(recent).

Soil survey data
DEM and Landsat
covariates
Among the various interpolation methods tested, the
regression-kriging approach gives better results and that
the local approach, using Geographically Weighted
Regression, is superior to global regression. Soil pH
proved to be more spatially predictable compared to the
topsoil humus content. For both parameters, the size and
the soil profiles density of the small region are less
appropriate for interpolation.

Various Terrain
parameters

Local (Global
Weighted
Regression)
GWR
Kerry

Observations

Raw OC from map
polygons with AtoP
kriging to OC and
texture values.
Airborne radiometric
K

Rawlins et al.’s (2009)
Models 1-6 for
regression kriging

Using AtoP kriged OC and AtoP kriged alr texture data as
extra fixed effects in regression kriging of OC and soil
particle size distribution results in reduced MAEs.
Radiometric and topography data collected as part of the
Tellus survey were effective covariates for OC but not for
soil texture.
Using expensive geochemical properties as covariates
was good for texture
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ACLEP / NCST Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) meeting
On 21st June a meeting under the auspices of the Australian Collaborative Land Evaluation
Program (ACLEP) was held at CSIRO, Canberra, and attended by all the State participants at
the 4th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping in Rome. The agenda is presented in
Appendix 3. The meeting was designed as an opportunity to consolidate the lessons of
Rome, and share the experience with a wider, aligned scientifically community, and whom
could potentially have input (knowledge, experience, datasets) into Australian Digital Soil
Assessment (DSA) activities.
Briefly, the meeting covered:
•
•
•
•

an introduction to DSA
short technical DSA presentations
a session moderated by Nathan Robinson (Vic DPI) in which the Workshop participants
from the States shared key lessons from the their workshop experiences
short technical presentations by the experts in aligned fields (e.g. remote sensing for
mapping, gamma radiometrics, and terrain analysis).

The final session moderated by Peter Wilson (ACLEP), consisted of a free discussion covering
future opportunities and directions for Australian DSA. The remainder of this section
captures the essence of these interactions, with key contributors 1 . The discussion focussed
on two themes, ACLEP supported project ideas and a national DSA proposal.
ACLEP PROJECT IDEAS

•

Discussion of ACLEP DSA project ideas indicated that that State‐based projects were
being planned for Northern Territory and Tasmania, as reported by Peter Wilson (PW) of
ACLEP. Formalisation through contracts were in the pipeline. The geographic focus of
the NT project was the Barkley Tablelands based on regional scale covariates, and the
Tasmanian project would focus on the Northern Midlands, with a finer scale of output.
The suite of methodologies used would utilise soil estimate approaches developed by
CSIRO (Raphael Viscarra‐Rossel (RVR)), relying on predictor variables from national and
state soil databases.

•

The role of proximal sensing for calibration and validation (e.g. CSIRO’s ‘E‐Rover’) could
be considered.

•

It was noted that WA and Qld had DSA‐type projects on‐gong (or planned), which did
not fall under the ACLEP umbrella, although there were clear opportunities/scope to
exchange and collaborate.

•

Ross Searle (RS) (Qld) requested that ACLEP projects be a true collaboration between
CSIRO and the States, and that a true quid pro quo occur, featuring access to State‐
based soil databases and capacity development within the States.

1

The section is a reflection of Mark Thomas’ recollections, and so he takes responsibility for errors
or omissions.
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•

Mark Thomas (MT) (CSIRO) raised concerns that the other States, notably SA and Vic,
did not feature in the ACLEP project plans, and briefly outlined small ‘seed’ (or
demonstration) projects (including a cross‐border one) to engage these States. At this
stage it was made clear by Neil McKenzie (NM) (CSIRO) that DSA development in
Australia would be best served by a large, audacious multi‐million $ program with a life
of a number of years. The discussion moved in this direction (next section).

•

ACLEP project outputs could include the development of DSA guidelines (the ‘Orange
Book’), and would feature sampling procedures, role of proximal sensing, and
identification of new streams of data to validate DSA outputs.

NATIONAL DSA PROPOSAL

•

NM stated that a “revolution in thinking” and “big thinking” was needed to achieve an
effective national DSA capability and suite of products, and would require a multi‐
million $ funding over a number of years. Careful thought was needed as to what
infrastructure/networks would be needed to develop a such a large proposal, and that
the development of the plan should be a group effort. The first refining phase of
proposal development should be completed by Dec 2010, and that this be
championed/channelled through the National Soil Committee on Soil and Terrain
(NCST).

•

Alex McBratney (AB) (UofS) suggested that GlobalSoilMap.net provided a good template
for this preparatory phase – although our Australian plan would be tailored towards
Australian needs in terms of mapping products, training and capacity development. The
Australian plan would clearly align and contribute to GobalSoilMap.net.

•

Greg Chapman (GC) (NSW) said in marketing the concept was to “not sell the steak, sell
the sizzle”. Richard Thackway (RT) (BRS) said that a “glossy product” should be
developed to promote the concept for the early stages of scoping to engage
collaborators, champions and funders, and that this should highlight the national
significance of the DSA suite of products for decision‐makers (for example, those
products dealing with soil fluxes and monitoring).

•

RS noted “never before have we had more questions asked” about the condition of
Australian soils, to which NM noted a profound shift underway in Australia, and that
there now existed a whole new group of advocates interested in soil data (e.g. the
power generators) – particularly now with that it is anticipated that a price will be put
on environmental carbon. The USA example of 100,000 new soil pits to be surveyed to
benchmark USA terrestrial carbon (C) was given by NM.

•

NM noted that C was not the only key soil issue of the future, noting the importance of
quantifying nutrient and water availability issues relating to food security.

•

GC said that we need to “sell the solutions and stop scaring people”, to which Mike
Grundy (MG) countered that the water scientific community were so successful in
gaining substantial funding for water programs by making people aware of the extent of
the water crisis in Australia. NM talked about how, as a scientific community, were
obliged to provide insight and foresight into soil related issues, and with best solutions.
For example, NLWA II fell short by not offering solutions to complex issues.
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•

MG discussed the need for our community to “tool up”, “think big”, and ventured a
program in the range $50–70M. Hamish Cresswell (CSIRO) advocated demonstration
projects embedded in policy and with data users, and again, with the theme that we as
a community need to carefully consider how to organise ourselves to successfully “sell
the proposition”.

•

NM stated that NCST should drive the “big proposal”, and to build a “transformational
business case”. A draft proposal should be available within 10 weeks.
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Appendix 1. 4th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping program &
itinerary
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Appendix 2. Capabilities and capacity assessment for Digital Soil
Assessment (DSA) applications
Capabilities

Capacity (1 = none, 3 = some, 5 = expert)

Project management
Geostatistics / statistics
Programming (C#, .NET, VB, Java, etc)
Uncertainty analysis
GIS
DSA experience
Hardware platforms
Soil surveyor / legacy knowledge
Soil data / covariates (harmonised)
Software
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Appendix 3. ACLEP / NCST Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) meeting

ACLEP / NCST Digital Soil Mapping meeting
Tuesday 22nd June, Canberra
CSIRO Black Mountain, Christian Lab Conference Room

Attendees include 1) 4th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping participants 2) NCST members, 3)
Alex McBratney of Sydney University, 4) CSIRO staff and 5) invited speakers.
The meeting will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Share learning’s from 4th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping
Develop understanding of DSA and what information it can provide
Explore current and future applications of DSA
Promote technical and scientific exchange
Provide a show and tell of what’s happening/planned for DSA in Australia
Investigate ACLEP DSA proposals and refine project outcomes
Plan future activities at Commonwealth and state/territory levels.

Agenda
Time

Topic

Lead

0800

Coffee and warm up

0830

Welcome and introductions

P Wilson / N Schoknecht

0845

Just what is digital soil mapping?
An intro to concepts and possible outcomes

N McKenzie

0900

Learning’s from 4th Global Workshop on DSM

M Grundy

0915

A consolidated presentation by Rome attendees on
interesting findings and ways forward:

N Robinson

Nathan Robinson (Vic)
Graeme Owen (NT)
Darren Kidd (Tas)
Ross Searle (Qld)
Noel Schoknecht (WA)
James Hall (SA)
Mark Thomas (CSIRO)
John Wilford (GA)
1015

Discussion on opportunities for future DSA

P Wilson

1030

Morning Tea

1100

National attribute surfaces and proximal sensing

R Viscarra Rossel

1130

Sydney Uni research perspectives - splines and
uncertainty

A McBratney

1200

State DSA projects - Qld and WA

B Powell / D Brough
N Schoknecht

1230

Discussion on desired outcomes - research, information
and policy perspectives

M Grundy

1300

Lunch

1345

DEM and terrain derivatives

J Gallant

1405

Gamma-radiometrics and geology

J Wilford
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1425

Dynamic land cover

L Lymburner / R Thackway

1445

Land Use / Land Management Practices

J Stewart / L Randall

1505

Discussion on other useful covariate layers

P Wilson

1530

Arvo Tea

1600

ACLEP DSA projects in NT and Tas: Discussion on
proposals and opportunities

P Wilson / R Viscarra-Rossel

1700

Future ACLEP and State DSA: where to?

N Schoknecht

1730

Close

P Wilson

Attendees
Organisation
CSIRO

Name

Comment

Neil McKenzie

NCST

Mike Grundy

NCST

Peter Wilson
David Jacquier
Linda Gregory
Linda Karssies
John Gallant
Adrian Chappell
Raphael Viscarra Rossel
Elisabeth Bui
Mark Thomas
Hamish Cresswell
Anthony Ringrose Voase
BRS

Richard Thackway
Jane Stewart

NCST

Lucy Randall
Jasmine Rickards
DAFF

Kimberly Green

NCST

Tara Rhineberger
Bronwyn Higgins
GA

NCST for Michele Barson

Leo Lymburner
Patrice de Caritat
John Wilford

NCST

Larysa Halas
Tan Kok Piang
ACT

Alison McInnes

NCST

NSW

Greg Chapman

NCST

Vic

Nathan Robinson

Tas

Darren Kidd

Mark Imhof

NCST

Declan McDonald

NCST

James Hall

NCST

WA

Noel Schoknecht

NCST

NT

Graeme Owen

SA

Jason Hill

NCST

Ben Sparrow
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Qld

Dan Brough

NCST for Bernie Powell

Ross Searle
Uni of Sydney

Alex McBratney
Total = 39
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Appendix 4. Individual perspectives on Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) in
Australia
Individual perspectives on the future of Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) in Australia are given
below. These are based on the set of questions asked of each state, territory and federal
agency representative following the 4th Global Workshop on Digital Soil Mapping. The four
questions are:
1. What are the key lessons/learnings/observations from the workshop?
2. What issues do the states/territories face in the development of Digital Soil Assessment
(DSA) in Australia?
3. What are future options for Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) in Australia?
4. Recommendations for DSA in Australia.
The responses from workshop participants have been organised into a whole‐of‐group
response – see “Recommendations and perspectives on Digital Soil Assessment (DSA) for
Australia” starting on page 7 of this report.
CSIRO (Mark Thomas)
KEY LESSONS/LEARNINGS/OBSERVATIONS FROM THE WORKSHOP

•

New insights into the state‐of‐art of DSM research, and a rare chance rub shoulders with world
leaders in the field.

•

New understanding of the objectives, some methodologies and opportunities of GlobalSoilMap,
which dominated the workshop.

•

Invaluable opportunity make contact with the Australian State leaders in soil mapping, who
were supported ACLEP to attend the meeting. New contacts were made, old ones
strengthened, and communication within our community now strongly re‐strengthened.
Projects should now develop out from this.

•

Surprisingly perhaps, there was nothing new at the workshop on terrain analysis (and its
incorporation in DSM) and simulation modelling to support the ‘what ifs?’.

•

Methodologies likely to be adopted will reflect the following conditions in geographic regions of
the world:
o rich in soil maps and data, and covariates (e.g. USA, Europe)
o poor in soil maps and data, and rich in covariates (Australia)
o poor in all (much of the developing world)

ISSUES THAT THE STATES/TERRITORIES WOULD FACE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF DSA IN AUSTRALIA.

•

There is a danger of soil‐landscape expert knowledge being cast aside with some of the black‐
box / data mining approaches, which we need to be careful about.

FUTURE OPTIONS

•

Australia is a leader in DSM, and more particularly, in the application of environmental
covariates due to our limited soil data. Regression kriging, therefore, seems potentially to be a
fertile area of research to pursue.
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Northern Territory (Graeme Owen)
KEY LESSONS/LEARNINGS/OBSERVATIONS FROM THE WORKSHOP

•

DSM is limited only by the imagination of the exponent (plus a few issues like time, data,
money, software ……). Perhaps by being so eclectic its image suffers from the appearance of
lacking organised progress – though this is not the case.

•

DSM is a computer based system or family of methodologies that are used to map or spatially
locate soil characteristics in three (perhaps four) dimensional space (/time). It is much more
than merely a modern way to create or refine traditional land resource maps. Need to educate
decision makers and other data users of the differences.

•

Much talk on geo‐statistics but comparatively little on geomorphometry – the science of digital
terrain analysis www.geomorphometry.org. A model of the landform (DEM) and an agreed
suite of landform derivatives (e.g. relief, slope, aspect, curvature, surface drainage, ??) will open
the door to more informed interdisciplinary discussions/interactions.

•

In assessing landscapes, knowledge of land management history (and its implications) as well as
geomorphology provide insight into what is there now and how it may function. Much of Italy’s
land has been actively managed for hundreds of years and could well be defined as
Anthroposols.

•

Existing (some may say historical) data are the foundation of our understanding of soils and the
landscapes in which they occur. Whether spatial or textual, it is a valuable resource and needs
to be captured digitally into geo‐databases and made publicly available.

•

Development and improvement of realistic computer models of the landscape, whether it be
soil type, soil carbon or vegetation communities, is underpinned by field data. DSM reinforces
the need for ongoing field data collection – it does not replace it.

ISSUES THAT THE STATES/TERRITORIES WOULD FACE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF DSA IN AUSTRALIA

•

To advance DSM there needs to be a balance between salesmanship, to attract ongoing support
and funding, and pragmatism to manage expectations– i.e. demonstrate relevance to resource
managers as well as policy/decision makers.

•

NT still has an active, though curtailed, integrated (soil and vegetation) field data collection
program which enables staff to gain and maintain knowledge of local landscapes. Soil and
vegetation data are being captured into corporate databases, though this work is very time
consuming. Ultimately this will be a good base from which to progress DSM however given
workloads and small team, there is limited capacity to learn/develop necessary new skills from
scratch. There is no lack of innovation/desire but there is a lack of knowledge/experience in the
necessary tools and methods to digitally interpret the landscape.

•

Following previous one‐off Enhanced Resource Assessment (ERA) workshops many came away
inspired and motivated, however it would seem that for many this is where it stopped. An
ongoing national ERA/DSM program will serve to maintain momentum and provide improved
capacity to gain and maintain state/territory agency commitment.

FUTURE OPTIONS

•

ACLEP/NCST/CSIRO probably in best position to lead national DSM but must be
cooperative/partnership model whereby states/territories gain skills and improve capacity
rather than just being a source of data. With local knowledge and understanding of both the
landscapes and the existing soil/landform data the states and territories are in the best position
to progress DSM.

•

Seek to formalise state/territory agency involvement and commitment to ERA/DSM. Work with
agencies to develop projects with a jurisdictional focus to trial/demonstrate DSM. DSM needs
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to compete in the current ‘climate’ where the bottom‐line is pre‐eminent and agency
involvement in a ‘new’ soil mapping program will face challenges.
•

Challenge to actively engage policy and decision makers at all levels – in governments, in private
enterprise and in other agencies

•

Reinvigorate and expand ERA through regular technical national workshops – need to be looking
at both mapping soil attributes as well as how soils function in the landscape.

•

Workshops focussed on what can be done and then how to do it. That is, not only say what
software to use but show how to use it (what buttons to push, what parameters to set), how to
prepare data etc. Develop technical manuals.

•

Focus initially on DSM with a view down the track of expanding the discussion/involvement to
engage related/complimentary disciplines – vegetation mapping, landscape ecology, land
management etc.

•

Involve ASSSI to broaden audience and skill base

•

Other workshops on geomorphology, statistics in soil science, analysing non‐spatial/tabular
data, etc

•

Re‐engage retired soil scientists – bring to workshops etc. How do we capture their knowledge
of the landscape?

•

Formalising or centralising how we share knowledge and experiences – successes and not so
successes (failures or just finding out what doesn’t work)

RECOMMENDATIONS

•

Reinvigorate ERA with regular workshops that showcase both what is being done or planned
and how it is being done.

•

DSM is about mapping soil attributes more than soil types (the traditional view) so calling it
Digital Soil Mapping may be confusing. Perhaps need to rethink the title – Digital Soil
Assessment (DSA) as Alex McBratney suggested or maybe Enhanced Resource Assessment
(ERA).

•

Need to clearly articulate DSM/ERA and its role in understanding soil in the landscape through
developing common understanding in Australia’s DSM/ERA community of what DSM/ERA is and
is not.

•

Promote DSM/ERA to policy and decision makers to gain firm commitments and ongoing
resources.

•

Show also that the story doesn’t end – have a vision for the future of DSM/ERA in which it
integrates with related disciplines (vegetation mapping, land use, etc) to improve knowledge
and understanding of both the form and function/behaviour of our landscapes in which soil is
just one part.

Queensland (Ross Searle)
KEY LESSONS/LEARNINGS/OBSERVATIONS FROM THE WORKSHOP

•

Australia appears to be at the forefront of the development of the digital soil map of the world.

•

The digital soil map of the world is an audacious project. My personal opinion is that it seems to
be significantly under resourced and is not selling a clear message of why it is needed.

•

There are now a broad range of digital soils mapping techniques that can be operationalised due
to improved software availability. Ten years ago software and computing resources were often
a blocker to DSM but technologies have improved significantly in recent years.
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•

There is still a relatively big disconnect in the skill sets required for DSM in Australia. Soil survey
practitioners don’t tend to have the mathematical and software skills for DSM and the
‘modellers’ often don’t have the field experience required to produce a ‘realistic’ (for want of a
better word) product. This is the gap that the Enhanced Resource Assessment (ERA) project
tried to address 10 or so years ago. I believe that it made good first steps to doing this but it
appears due to a range of reasons that these gains have been lost within the existing State
agencies.

•

From my informal discussions throughout the workshop there seems to be a lot of positive
energy amongst the agency representatives for progressing DSM within Australia.

ISSUES THAT THE STATES/TERRITORIES WOULD FACE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF DSA IN AUSTRALIA

•

I see one of the biggest limitations to progressing DSM in all State agencies is the lack of
capacity i.e. active soil survey programs and experienced staff able to be involved.

•

In the Queensland context, we no longer have any active soil survey program and the personnel
with previous experience in DSM techniques are fully committed to delivering on other
government policy priorities. Herein lies the great irony, in that most of this science delivery to
policy would be greatly improved if we had better soils information (e.g. Great Barrier Reef
Water Quality Modelling program). This hopefully can be leveraged in the future as a positive
for DSM, if we can highlight the current limitations in existing soils information and the benefits
that could be derived by undertaking DSM.

•

I don’t believe that hardware and software are now a significant limitation. Both of these have
improved dramatically in recent years.

•

Funding will be an issue. If there is no little or no spare capacity in existing budgets for non‐core
work.

•

We will need to be able to clearly articulate the benefits of DSM to get the support of State
agencies. ‘Nice to haves’ don’t tend to get much traction these days. I think in previous times a
lot of this work was funded from slack in existing soil survey budgets. This doesn’t exist anymore
so we need to rethink our paradigm of how we can make this happen.

FUTURE OPTIONS

•

Recommence the ERA project in a revamped fashion. It would still be a collaborative project
amongst the state, territories and national agencies. However, I don’t think that any individual
State agency/agencies currently have the capacity to take the lead in running this project. I think
it would have to be a CSIRO/ACLEP/some other national agency lead project. I think each State
could find at least one project area where DSM techniques could be trialled and a group of
relevant staff to be involved. These projects areas and the lessons learned from them would
form the basis of the regular national workshops. I believe this style of approach could be snuck
in to existing work programs.

•

Maybe a better approach would be for ACLEP to lead the development of a ‘new’ project in the
ERA style. Each agency could be officially asked to come on board as a collaborator in an exciting
new project to develop new technologies to improve existing soils mapping. This would give the
legitimacy required to undertake and hopefully fund the project properly. New funding
opportunities could be sort, but given the proper legitimacy, funding could possible come from
existing agency budgets. I suggest that appropriate staff in each agency could find compelling
reasons why their agency should be involved.

•

The considerable DSM knowledge of people at Sydney Uni and CSIRO needs to be intimately
involved in the way forward.

•

The new Bureau of Environmental Information take on as one of its first key deliverables the
development of the Australian Digital Soils Map. The program to deliver this would need to be
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appropriately funded and the appropriate personnel employed/seconded/engaged
collaboratively.
RECOMMENDATIONS

•

Will leave for the group to decide but I believe my options 1 and 2 would be feasible in the short
term if desirable.

Tasmania (Darren Kidd)
KEY LESSONS/LEANINGS /OBSERVATIONS FROM THE WORKSHOP

•

Various DSM techniques appear in many cases to be the most viable option (in terms of time
and resources) to collect new land resource information, and value‐add to existing soils data for
improved assessment and modelling outputs (when compared to traditional survey approaches)
e.g. carbon stocks, acidification.

•

Raster formats are an effective way of spatially predicting and displaying various soil attributes,
in that they can effectively simulate transitional soil boundaries, 3‐D surfaces, and discrete
depth maps. Spline‐fitting techniques are needed to implement these three‐dimensional
products. Rasters also have the ability to display the level of uncertainty at each pixel, a visual
improvement of reliability, and a good way of identifying where more field work is required.

•

A solid understanding of statistics (or the capacity or existence of 'friendly'
statisticians/biometricians within organisations) is an essential component of effectively
implementing most DSM approaches.

•

Grid size (or scale) and predictive reliability/uncertainty is highly dependent on the spatial
density and quality of existing soils data. This also highlights the need to electronically capture
any existing soil data held in archives (or superseded storage formats).

•

Spatial disaggregation techniques can improve the useability and modelling capacity of existing
traditionally derived soil maps (more so in those with well defined soil‐landform relationships,
soil associations, land systems or UMA components).

•

Not all techniques discussed have blanket applicability in all areas – some techniques will be
better suited to certain areas, depending on available data (type and spatial density),
topography, soil characteristics, soil‐landform relationships/geomorphology, and vegetation
(also jurisdictional resources/capacity)

•

The perceived importance of DSM in providing future soils data for agricultural and food
security needs on a global scale.

•

There has been good success in deriving raster predictive soil attribute surfaces from existing
soil point data

•

There has been good success in using either/or remotely and proximally‐sensed data, as
indictors of soil attribute values.

•

DSM is not a replacement for collecting on‐ground/field soils information e.g. digging holes, soil
descriptions and soil chemical & physical measurements

ISSUES THAT THE STATES/TERRITORIES WOULD FACE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF DSA IN AUSTRALIA

•

The biggest challenge will be the ability of the States to rapidly increase their capacity to
develop and implement many of the techniques introduced at the DSM workshop, and apply
these techniques to jurisdictional core business. Once funding is obtained (usually for set‐
contract delivery of a product), there are usually severe time constraints, which limit the time
available to learn, research and adapt such methods for use in local or regional situations. It is
also unlikely that States will have the resources to develop capacity across all appropriate DSM
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disciplines that maybe beneficial or useable within Australian conditions (within the short to
medium term).
•

The workshop also highlighted several software (especially relevant open source) packages that
were used or are required to implement the various DSM techniques. There is a large time‐
resource component required to build the capacity to effectively operate such software (usually
many months), amplified by the need to trail several different packages.

•

Funding for such techniques, especially in the developmental or trialling phase, is also extremely
difficult to secure, with the time required for development difficult to fit into jurisdictional core
business.

FUTURE OPTIONS

Some of the main topics/methods of interest covered at the workshop:
•

DSM products used with Regression kriging techniques of existing point source data, in areas
where DEM's can adequately predict geomorphic parameters and soil‐landform formations.

•

‘HectaresBC’ as a good example of displaying interactive raster surfaces in British Columbia

•

Large‐scale soil properties mapping using remote sensing data and digital relief model for
interpretation, (Sandersky et al., p 23.)

•

Disaggregation & downscaling vector soil maps (Borut, p 29).

•

Additional uses of John W’s radioelement mapping (in additional to his gamma‐ray
spectrometry/terrain indices weather products)?

•

Soil reflectance spectroscopy analysis (calibration of various samples at different moisture
levels)

•

Sampling optimisation using image segmentation.

•

Vegetation/topographic classification to predict SOC in forest areas

•

Neural networks (Fuzzy ARTMap, SOM, MLP) and decision tree (Gini) – machine learning
algorithms for predictive DSM (e.g. Sarmento et al., p 49)

•

Predicting Soil Attributes and classes – random forest in arid rangelands (Brungard et al., p 51)

•

Applying a regression tree to predict soil classes

•

The potential of SIS+

•

Method for mining info from soil surveys to create functional property maps (e.g. Owens et al.,
p 73)

•

Spatial entity and 'smoothing' of pixels / block kriging / stat‐weighted average of entire pixel
extent (Malone et al., p 79)

•

Area to point kriging (SOC & texture) – using legacy soils data from polygon maps

RECOMMENDATIONS

•

It was suggested during discussions that a collaborative approach between the States would be
highly beneficial, such that each State concentrates on perhaps a single DSM technique that is
perceived as having immediate benefits to their individual State, will enhance the outputs of
existing or pending business, and is appropriate in use for existing data and soil‐landforms.
Individual States, having increased their capacity in such a technique will then become ‘national
leaders” in that technique. This could aid fast‐tracking capacity in other States through mutual
training exercises, or data‐swapping for potential DSM for reciprocal processing in alternative
techniques between States.

•

It was also suggested that fast‐tracking of DSM knowledge capacity could be aided by a
collaborative organisation of appropriate international/national personnel to provide group
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training, where BYO State datasets could be processed at such training (once collected/or
transferred to appropriate formats (maybe with ACLEP funding??)).
•

For such a collaborative approach, the feasibility of using open‐source software should be
investigated, to avoid the costs associated in trialling techniques (that may not necessarily work
in Australian conditions), and to allow transfer of capacity/DSM knowledge to other States
without additional software expenses. This also has the potential for development of tailored
packages to fit Australian data sources (e.g. SITES), and the Australian Soil Classification.

•

In the short to medium term, States should attempt to have the trialling of potential DSM
techniques written into any new LRA or spatial data modelling projects, and the adoption of
such techniques (or development of DSM) included in core business, to increase the chances of
appropriate jurisdictional support.

•

A handbook of DSM techniques, and how they might be applied in Australia.

Three potential DSM techniques for adoption/adaptation by the States could include:
•

Several of the component disaggregation/downscaling approaches/image segmentation
methods

•

Regression kriging techniques (point data with DEM and topographical derivatives)

•

Remote and proximal sensing using a combination of radiometrics, EM, and soil reflectance
spectroscopy

Victoria (Nathan Robinson / Jonathan Hopley)
KEY LESSONS/LEANINGS /OBSERVATIONS FROM THE WORKSHOP

•

Gained exposure to new DSM predictive methods including Random Forests. There was a suite
of DSM prediction methods presented and discussed.

•

Requirement for a range of methods to address user needs and circumstances

•

The current DSM environment is largely research orientated as methods are explored and
tested. Overall, while there were some good results, there were also many that weren’t
performing well.

•

No current globally accepted standards, guidelines, suggested software, methods and
calibration/validation standards exist

•

User engagement and establishing their requirements wasn’t expressed in many if any
presentations. There does appear to be a disconnect with the outcomes of DSM. This may
reflect the current ‘research’ phase of DSM.

•

The systems based approach to DSM was addressed in one presentation on SIS+. For DSM to
become application focussed there would appear to be a ‘future need’ around systems
integration.

•

Various DSM techniques when integrated appeared to achieve overall better results (e.g.
random forests – prediction, with CART – variable importance).

•

The application of Artificial Neural Networks seemed positive from presentations and results
achieved.

•

Links between DSM and temporal change analysis (including links with land use management)
were somewhat absent apart from the Sulaeman and Hong presentations. Monitoring
connections with DSM weren’t presented.

•

The importance of soil data harmonisation and use of legacy data/knowledge was highlighted.

•

SOC was the soil property that dominated the workshop, there was little on other threats (e.g.
wind erosion, water erosion) or other soil properties (e.g. pH).
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•

Soil sampling is still a major requirement of ‘most’ DSM applications and that this remains
fundamental for calibration/validation purposes.

ISSUES THAT THE STATES/TERRITORIES WOULD FACE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF DSA IN AUSTRALIA

•

Capacity and capability issues possibly represent the biggest issue to DSM application in
Australia. There is a real need to swiftly develop this and/or consider an appropriate approach
for resourcing, training and skilling of scientists, identification of national priorities and
collaboration. A threat is that the impeteus and enthusiasm generated from the opportunity to
attend and participate in this global DSM workshop will be lost if not acted upon.

•

There appears to be a real need for a ‘federated network on DSM’ for Australia. Ultimately
support is required to allow engagement with policy and resource managers to ensure that
benefits of DSM are recognised broadly at the highest level across agencies.

•

Is DSM for Australia different to GlobalSoilMap? What are the national requirements for DSM
and do these comply, or are they different to GlobalSoilMap?

•

The harmonisation of datasets including soil and covariates has been highlighted as a possible
major factor in DSM projects. Currently there exist a suite of different data formats, types and
availability from local to national scales and how will these impact upon DSM prediction
methods?

•

Is DSM a recognised career path with a 5, 10 or 20 year vision – or is it something that once
GlobalSoilMap achieves version 1 status will be forgotten? Ultimately there needs to be a long
term vision for DSM.

•

The current loss of expert knowledge in soil survey and soil/landscape processes from state,
territory and federal agencies is a ‘potential’ significant threat to DSM.

•

Can DSM actually be the driver to increase awareness and public perceived value of soil
mapping?

•

Research versus operational systems? A challenge is for both state, federal and global needs to
be reconciled.

FUTURE OPTIONS

•

A collaboration of state, territory and federal agencies/organisations that benefits all
organisations is strongly supported. This would entail ‘group’ collaboration on DSM projects
including on‐the‐job training and education as part of pilot projects. This could include clusters
of scientists from across these organisations where expertise can be acquired, shared and
fostered.

•

A mentoring/training process would contribute significantly to developing collective
capacity/capability across Australia. This would effectively generate a distributed network of
DSM practitioners. Training opportunities through on‐the‐job training and opportunities to
promote and share experiences through ERA type workshops could be considered.

•

The development of a Soil and Terrain Mark Up Language would be extremely beneficial in
supporting a distributed network of DSM to enable data to be shared freely through a common
recognised data standard. We are flagging behind other science domains such as groundwater
and geology that have already developed a data exchange language.

•

A process for legacy knowledge capture could be developed to support future DSM applications.
As there is a real shortage of soil surveyors with expertise that currently exist within our
organisations, an approach to harness this information for future applications would appear a
valuable and worthy exercise.

•

The systems approach to DSM will need to be considered with respect to making DSM an
operational aspect of soil science when integrated with soil information systems. The approach
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presented from the Netherlands on SIS+ appears to have significant merit and would be worthy
of future investigation.
•

A national registry of DSM methods including links to existing DSM applications (that includes
metadata on items including software used, datasets used, issues, prediction methods, etc). A
collaboration space (forum) may suit this purpose.

RECOMMENDATIONS

•

A collaboration of state, territory and federal agencies/organisations with formal arrangements
in place would appear to benefit all organisations involved. Sharing and developing collective
capacity and capability appears to be a worthwhile and valuable means of formalising
succession planning across Australia. A rapid assessment of core capabilities required for DSM is
provided in Appendix 2.

•

Mentoring and training would be implicit in formalisation of a distributed network of DSM
practitioners to work on state, territory or federal DSM projects.

•

A short‐list of prediction methods and approaches to DSM should be established to support
future testing, evaluation and broadscale application of these methods.

•

A national registry of DSM applications and associated metadata would be beneficial to all
future potential DSM practitioners.

Western Australia (Noel Schoknecht)
OBSERVATIONS/LESSONS/LEARNINGS

•

Need to engage with the users of the information (none at workshop). Unless the users are
identified and their needs clearly defined, then we may just be serving our own interests, and
funding will not follow.

•

Australia is well placed to adopt DSM and in some aspects leading the pack, but in many areas
we need to increase capacity and skills, especially in areas of geo‐statistics and delivery of
information. I thought I would be more ‘amazed’ by what is happening around the world, but I
think some of the leading work is actually happening in Australia.

•

There needs to be a temporal component to the modelling (linking to monitoring).

•

Risk that custodians of traditional information and decision making (such as the state and
territory agencies) are left out of the process.

•

Modelling mostly used very traditional understanding (or no understanding) of soil formation
processes, and little inclusion of novel ideas (e.g. soil/vegetation/landscape interactions). The
process needs to be more multi‐disciplinary.

•

Personalities may usurp the process (e.g. internal conflicts within ISRIC limiting its ability to take
the global lead).

•

The Sydney Uni spline may not work well for texture contrast soils.

•

Exciting opportunity to build/quantify the uncertainty of the data and use that in
interpretations/assessments and engage with the modelling world.

•

Must develop Pedology and Pedometrics in parallel. It is important that the skills developed
through field and observational experience are not lost in the process.

•

The SOTER (FAO) and Global Soil Map groups need to be brought together. SOTER appears to
have had its day.

•

Should adopt a 100m grid internationally, leading to logical subdivisions of 50, 25 and 10m.
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ISSUES THAT THE STATES/TERRITORIES WOULD FACE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF DSA IN AUSTRALIA

•

Integration with current systems, including duplication of activities.

•

Developing DSM in each jurisdiction whilst maintaining current capacity and delivering to
current clients.

•

Need to increase capacity – skills, training, staff.

•

Lack of funding (the big one).

•

Hardware/software (cost and training – actual hardware and software does not appear to be an
issue, but to be able to afford it and have the skills to use it is the issue).

•

Development of delivery systems, especially through established websites and systems.

•

Coordination and standardisation across the nation.

•

Training and support (nationally?).

•

The sheer size of the nation and the size of the rasters to be crunched. An online interrogation
system working from the raw data with some rules may work in the Netherlands, but probably
not here.

•

Convincing jurisdictions that investment in DSM will pay dividends beyond what we currently
use – i.e. the case for investment in DSM has to be made.

FUTURE OPTIONS

•

Bury our heads in the sand and ignore DSM.

•

Develop DSM at the national level only through CSIRO/ACLEP/ASRIS and deliver to GSM.

•

Influence the action plan on environmental information and ultimately build DSM into the
National Environmental Information System.

•

Rebuild a national DSM (or ERA) program which meets a clear need and seek funding from
beneficiaries.

•

Build partnerships with users.

•

Encourage training in universities.

•

Develop DSM programs within the jurisdictions. Direct investment initially to jurisdictions where
a return in a reasonable time is likely, with the option of rolling it out across the nation as funds
and demand grow.

•

Create centres of excellence in various jurisdictions (i.e. not try to get every jurisdiction to have
capacity and skills in every area).

RECOMMENDATIONS

•

Conduct trials of systems (some already in place).

•

Use Tasmania as a state‐wide case study. The advantages/opportunity here is new funding,
limited investment in legacy data, clear purpose, expertise available and an enthusiasm and
willingness to give it a go.

•

Make a business case and seek new funding for a national initiative.

•

Build DSM as an underpinning component of the national plan for environmental information,
and ultimately the National Environmental Information System.

•

Constitute a DSM working group under the NCST to inform and advise on DMS activities at
state/territory and national levels, create a national DSM initiative (arising out of the ERA
program) and start to build national capacity, and advise on where centres of excellence could
be developed.

•

Engage with other disciplines in the natural sciences.
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South Australia (James Hall)
ROME WORKSHOP OVERVIEW

•

Newly available data (mostly via remote sensing), new modelling and data development
techniques, plus traditionally‐derived data will provide many exciting future possibilities.
However (it could be said, with some justification, but a little unkindly) that it was a workshop
“for those who want to avoid field work!”

•

An array of statistical techniques was on display. For example: ‘Random Forests’, ‘Monte Carlo
Method’, ‘Jack‐Knife Procedure’, ‘Canonical Correspondence Analysis’, ‘Compromise
Programming’ and ‘Confusion Matrices’.

•

Lack of land and soil data is a worldwide problem: both on the baseline nature of our land and
soil resources, as well as monitoring!

•

There was greater clarity of purpose and methods in the Australian work presented at the DSM
Workshop.

DATA IS DATA!

•

The so‐called ‘legacy data’ is just data. Newly available remotely and proximally sensed data are
just additional data. There was an impression given at the workshop that existing soil data (the
so called ‘legacy data’) was somehow archaic and was unlikely to be altered. There will always
be a need for new land and soil data, no matter how it is collected or developed.

•

There wasn’t always a clear distinction made between site and spatial data at the DSM
Workshop, which seemed surprising.

•

The was mention about which countries did have good ‘soil maps’, but what makes them good?
Is it number of profiles described? Scale? Descriptive detail? Comprehensiveness and
consistency of land and soil attribute data? Seamlessness? For the workshop the answer
seemed to be scale.

•

In most areas of the world it seems that the available spatial data are Soil Class or Type
information only. Comprehensive and consistent land and soil attribute spatial data are only
available in a few places, at scales useful for district and catchment planning – temperate zone
SA is one of these.

•

Polygons and pixels can live in peace! It is ‘horses for courses’, with scale a primary determinant
of improvement in data. Whether a raster grid is better than polygons depends on raster size
and content. Both are integrated in SA landscape models with no real problem. “The spatial
entity used can greatly affect visual quality and accuracy of output.”

•

Many newly derived spatial products were presented, and were purported to be better
products than the original ‘legacy maps’. But this is not comparing ‘apples with apples’. In the
new value‐added products, new data are used (usually terrain attributes), plus, outputs were
generally presented at a larger scale or resolution. If the original work were developed at the
same scale, presumably the old and new outputs would match.

•

Many papers presented at the Workshop also compared modelled data against directly mapped
data. This is not logical.

•

While a noble objective, is all uncertainty being captured in desk‐top DSA studies?

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ATTRIBUTE DATA

•

The development of spatial land and soil attribute data where formally there was none is a great
thing. This was a major theme at the DSM Workshop. Attribute data are what is needed for
landscape modelling. Comprehensive attribute (or parametric) data allows spatial modelling! Of
Risk; Scenarios; Land Use Potential; Environmental Assets; etc.
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•

Although, development of Soil Order spatial data presented at the Workshop seems almost a
backward step!

•

It is interesting that the ‘legacy’ data are considered inadequate, but were the origin of much of
the data presented in DSA studies at the workshop, and are the bases of teasing out attribute
data from existing Soil Class/Type mapping. Also, legacy data were used as base data as well as
being the accuracy check in some studies! In other studies, the legacy data was used to check
model output. (This makes one wonder why the model was produced in the first place. The
answer is that this DSA work is really attempting to improve the scale/resolution of available soil
data). “The real validation is in the field!”

•

Edge effects. It was stated at the workshop that these are mostly due to surveys being done at
different times. However, this is not true in most Australia examples, inconsistent
methodologies and different aims are the usual reason.

•

Local models will be better than global! “Global studies (e.g. SOC) will only become credible
when information at a local scale is correct.”

•

In non‐arid SA there is a different focus compared to the work presented at DSM workshop. At
the workshop many studies demonstrated the use of modelling techniques to produce attribute
data. But in SA, because a comprehensive set of land and soil attribute data has been developed
already, our work focuses on using these attributes as parameters in landscape modelling to
answer a range of land use potential, environmental scenario and risk, and environmental asset
identification questions.

•

The significant benefits of Air‐Photo‐Interpretation (API) seem to have been largely forgotten.

END USERS

•

Little interest in users was demonstrated at the workshop – the papers presented were largely
academic exercises. There is a need to be more practical with a focus on delivery of quality data,
particularly if the States and regions are to be engaged. Data used by whom for what? What is
the community benefit? University dominated data development is less likely to have end users
in mind, or indeed, correctness of output as a major concern! As testing of new methods is the
prime concern. Data are needed for policy and planning! We can’t afford a purely academic
approach!

•

Future direction with new spatial data development needs to focus strongly on end users and
the key issues of our time (Climate Change / Water Security and Quality / Food Security /
Appropriate Land Use).

•

There is a range of user groups. The workshop had a research focus. The CSIRO and ACLEP have
a focus on the modelling community and the use of soil data in national and global modelling
and environmental accounting. States and regions, however, have a focus on planning and
policy and data use for on‐ground management. An example of this is the blanket push to
provide gridded soil attribute data. The modelling community are the key clients for such data.
However, most users of soil information in government, industry or the community just want
data that answers their particular NRM questions. They don’t care if it comes from polygons,
pixels, or polka‐dots, as long as it answers their questions and is in a form they can use and
understand! (This amounts to: having suitable base data at suitable scale, a good understanding
of processes, and targeted output.)

PEDOLOGISTS A DYING BREED!

•

A strong indication of this was given at the Workshop. The term ‘legacy’ implies that
pedologists, soil survey, and even data collection are going the way of the dinosaurs! Even a
certain sentimentality towards pedologists was displayed! It is vital we maintain understanding
of soil and landscapes and the processes within them by maintaining a strong Pedology
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profession across Australia. This can only be maintained by providing training via active field
survey programs (as stated by Neil McKenzie, Chief of CSIRO Land and Water, at the final
session of the workshop).
•

New survey programs are needed – both to provide new data (both site and spatial), and to
train land resource professionals to understand the nature of landscapes and soils and the
processes that occur. This understanding is the key always. New geo‐statistical techniques
should be incorporated into this work. And it should be multidisciplinary and have an integrated
/ whole of environment approach. Wheeling out an old pedologist for a couple of hours
discussion to explain a landscape was given as a real option as to all that was needed to
understand landscape processes!

•

“Crisis with on‐ground data collection!” It is more a crisis of knowledge of the development of
spatial data and the understanding of landscapes!

ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE/MONITORING

•

If we know what the present situation is, it is not so hard to model change. Therefore, we need
good benchmark attribute data, and good understanding of processes.

ENGAGEMENT WITH THE STATE/TERRITORIES

•

Government managers are often not landscape and soil literate. Therefore, some salesmanship
is needed to gain support for long term programs. There is a role for national leaders to engage
with State bureaucrats, especially about priorities. There is a need to clearly state benefits to
the community. A roadshow of senior national figures with an interest in DSA would be useful,
although there is the problem of changeability of managers and departments at State level. A
commitment from agencies is needed.

LESSONS TO BE LEARNED FROM AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENTS – TAKING STOCK OF WHAT WE HAVE
ACHIEVED

•

Each Australian State – plus the Northern Territory – have largely done their own thing with
respect to land and soil site, as well as spatial, data development. Lessons and learnings have
not always been made because of little cross‐border contact and collaboration. We need to
learn from our own lessons.

•

Data situation is not good in many areas.

•

SA developments are little known outside of SA, but could provide guidance to programs
elsewhere in Australia, particularly in terms of the development of spatial attribute data, and in
the development of landscape/spatial models. Modelling in SA – which is rule‐based,
transparent, and uses GIS programming – includes scenario or ‘what if?’ models, which are so
important for climate change analyses. SIS+ (The Netherlands) storage of algorithms not maps –
this is the case in SA.

THE FUTURE

•

Integration of traditionally‐derived data, remotely sensed data and geo‐statistical techniques.
We just have to make sure that with the limited resources we have, that the best use is made of
both traditionally derived and newly available data, as well as the newly developed techniques
of data analyses.

•

How to assess the quality of the traditional‐derived data? How to assess all uncertainties?

•

Different approaches are needed depending whether the traditional data utilised is site or
spatial.

•

Value‐adding to data is the key. Need to ensure base data are improved. Not always the case
(e.g. use of SA spatial data in Lower Murray Landscape Futures Project). In some studies
presently at the DSM Workshop they were not sure whether the digital output was an
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improvement on the ‘legacy’ one! DSM means new data, new methods + use of existing data.
Always need to have in mind improvement of the data we have – not always on display at the
DSM Workshop. Task to marry landscape knowledge with geo‐statistical methods and new and
old data.
•

The best outcomes will come from a multidisciplinary and collaborative approach – where those
that are the custodians of the data, and have an interest in the data and outcomes, are
involved.

•

Different methods will be needed to create digital data where current spatial data are good,
compared to where it is sparse. Most advantage in areas of sparse data!

•

Modellers need to understand the landscape they are modelling.

•

Need take stock of what we have before we embark on this brave new world of DSM and
rasterisation.

•

Disaggregation of components or facets within map units (which is effectively mapping at a
larger scale) will be a key task to add value to current land and soil attribute data in SA. Use of
remotely sensed data for disaggregation (increased scale/resolution), using DEM and
radiometrics.

•

Already planning a project to disaggregate map units in the MLRs (where there is great
competition between many land uses, and great concentration of population and industry in
SA’s main water catchment area). Trial of DSM techniques – one project per State (Ross Searle).

•

Harmonisation/attribution generally not needed in SA. (But cross‐border harmonisation: yes.)
For example, there is little need to derive attribute data as they have already been developed!
Neil McKenzie demonstrated an enhancement (and an improvement?) of SA pH attribute data
using the spline function.

•

Testing current spatial attribute data in SA via field validation, remotely sensed analyses and/or
statistical techniques. For example, comparison of direct mapping of attributes (development of
spatial data from site data, API, and an understanding of the way a landscape is put together
and functions) with the prediction of attributes derived from covariates using new information
and techniques?

•

Want to steer clear of ‘black box’ methods. Methods should be transparent and easily alterable
(in terms of base data inputs and rules, which are a conceptualisation of landscape processes).

•

More monitoring data are needed!

•

More training is needed, especially in geo‐statistical techniques.

•

Easy‐to‐use and access soil information should be available for use in integrated environmental
models. All current SA attribute data are freely available to anyone, in a form suitable for
modelling.

•

Problem with term DSM – which makes the concept harder to sell! DSM has little meaning, I
suspect, for most people. We need to promote the benefits of DSA to the community.

•

Uncertainties could be calculated using new DSA methods for SA mapped land and soil
attributes? SA landscape/spatial modelling could also be assessed/checked using DSA methods .

•

Effort that went into producing SA spatial attribute data from point data and other information
should not be lost!

_______________________________________________________

“ Land is becoming a precious and rare asset, it should be managed wisely! ”
(Giuseppe Scarascia‐Mugnozza, Head of CRA Land, Agronomy and Forestry Dept, Italy).
_______________________________________________________
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